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BE EQUIPPED FOR TOMORROW´S MATERIALS.
VACUUM SYSTEMS

CRYSTAL GROWING SYSTEMS

PLASMA SYSTEMS

HIGHLIGHTS 2006 FOR PVA TEPLA AG

February

World‘s largest pressure sintering facility for manufacturing hard metals is successfully tested
and delivered by the Vacuum Systems division

March

Publication of ﬁgures for 2005: signiﬁcant rise in sales and earnings
Sapphire crystals grown in a new kind of crystal growing system:
best yield and high level of efﬁciency

April

The subsidiary CGS receives an order from ASi Industries worth €20 million to supply crystal
growing systems for solar wafers. The two companies agree a far-reaching cooperation

May

The publication of ﬁgures for the ﬁrst quarter conﬁrm the sound business performance
planned for 2006

June

At the Annual General Meeting in Wetzlar Town Hall, the Management Board reports on the
success of 2005 and presents the Company‘s improved earnings situations. The
Management Board also presents the positive business prospects for 2006 and explains
the ongoing strategic development of the PVA TePla Group. All items on the agenda were
passed with a signiﬁcant majority

July

A declaration of intent to deliver crystal growing systems worth around €60 million was
concluded with Siltronic AG. The facilities, for which a ﬁxed order will be received in
November, represent the cutting edge of technology for producing silicon monocrystals with
a 300 mm diameter for the semiconductor industry and will be delivered to the joint venture
of Siltronic and Samsung in Singapore

August

Excellent half-year ﬁgures. The new „multi-generation“ crystal growing system is successfully
tested together with Schott Solar GmbH: The pulling of large silicon tubes results in the lowest
silicon use of all manufacturing procedures per watt-cell performance generated

September

PVA TePla AG expands the Plasma Systems division and takes over the business of Plasma
Technik Grün in Siegen. Thus, the Plasma Systems division‘s product portfolio is extended to
include interesting products such as PulsPlasma® systems for plasma nitration and plasma
coating with wear-resistant and decorative layers

November

The Group signiﬁcantly increases its sales and earnings in the ﬁrst nine months as against
the previous year

Dezember

Orders from Germany and abroad rise by 45% for Vacuum division systems.
Outstanding order situation at start of 2007.

CONSOLIDATED FIGURES AT A GLANCE

In EUR `000

2006

2005

2004

Sales Revenues
Vacuum Systems
Crystal Growing Systems
Plasma Systems

70,404
28,290
28,559
13,556

51,444
31,186
7,431
12,827

44,201
22,408
4,905
16,888

Gross proﬁt
In % of sales revenues

18,007
25.6

12,424
24.1

12,152
27.5

R&D expenses

1,545

1,292

1,495

Operating result (EBIT)
In % of sales revenues

3,500
5.0

1,365
2.7

291
0.7

Consolidated Net income
In % of sales revenues

2,109
3.0

1,122
2.1

326
0.7

0.10

0.06

0.02

2,486

2,969

876

60,047

49,007

42,037

Equity ratio in %

41.1

46.3

50.7

Employees as of 31.12

330

275

239

Incoming orders

139,484

64,280

54,090

Order backlog

101,058

33,289

20,519

1.98

1.25

1.22

Cash Flow from operating activities

13,590

-685

5,287

Free Cash Flow

11,104

-3,654

4,608

Earnings per share (EPS), in EUR
Capital expenditures
Total assets

Book to bill Ratio

PVA TePla in brief
PVA TePla AG is an internationally established provider of systems and facilities with which high-quality
industrial equipment and materials are produced using
•

Vacuum

•

High temperature

•

Plasma

methods. We supply our sophisticated customers with globally reliable high-tech systems with which products are created for the markets of today and tomorrow.

The Company is divided into three divisions:

Vacuum Systems

Crystal Growing Systems Plasma Systems
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FOREWORD BY THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

Dear PVA TePla AG shareholders,
dear collegues and business partners,
The past ﬁscal year was an extraordinarily eventful one for

and space – will provide us with new challenges. We will

our Company group. Large orders from the semiconduc-

continue on the path we have successfully taken to date of

tor and solar industry resulted in a signiﬁcant rise in sales

a streamlined organization and as ﬂat a value chain as pos-

and incoming orders. The growth and the technological

sible. In 2006, PVA TePla generated sales of €70 million, an

challenges of these two markets will continue to have a

increase of around 40% as against the previous year, and

large impact on our business operations over the years to

a signiﬁcant increase in income with an operating result of

come. The creation of new capacity associated with the

€3.5 million.

high growth rate – in terms of suppliers, human resources

008

Arnd Bohle

Peter Abel

Chief Financial Ofﬁcer

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
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FOREWORD BY THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

Within the Company, Crystal Growing Systems is the divi-

The Vacuum Systems division almost matched its very

sion with the strongest sales growth. This will also continue

good sales level of 2005 and, with high incoming orders as

in the next few years. The technology change in the semi-

of the end of 2006, is optimistic for the current ﬁscal year.

conductor industry to 300mm wafers and the growth in the

In the past year, the importance of the international market

photovoltaics industry will sustainably deﬁne this area in the

for the Vacuum Systems divisions was demonstrated by its

years to come. Thanks to our broad-based product range

further slight increase as against 2005.

of crystal growing systems for a large number of application areas, we will participate strongly in this market growth.

While the Plasma Systems division recorded a slight in-

The new technological developments that we have driven

crease in sales, it posted a negative result on account of

forward in recent years in this area of high-tech plant engi-

unfortunate exchange rates, several non-recurring effects

neering is now paying off. We have developed new crystal

and start-up costs for two new acquisitions, Asyntis and

growing systems to marketability over the last few years

PlaTeG. However, we are well positioned thanks to new

that will be used speciﬁcally for applications in the photo-

products that will be launched on this market. The gentle

voltaics industry. However, technical advances in existing

thinning of wafers using plasma processes, which enab-

systems, such as the EFG process will also ensure even

les increasing memory capacity and processing power in

better quality and greater productivity for customers in fu-

smaller spaces, is a future market that we are well equipped

ture. As a result of the announced capacity expansion in

for thanks to the acquisition of Asyntis‘ business. A series

the chemicals industry in the production of raw silicon, we

of structural changes in this division and the strengthening

are assuming that photovoltaics companies will be better

of future sales activities will also improve our cost structure

supplied with this raw material, which will result in greater

and market position.

demand for crystal growing systems. As in previous years,
the public sector provided funding for a number of our research projects.
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At €139 million, the rise in incoming orders has been extra-

The shares of PVA TePla AG performed positively in the

ordinarily strong, ensuring not only excellent capacity utili-

past year, rising by 22% and demonstrating considerable

zation but also already accounting for a signiﬁcant portion

momentum at the start of ﬁscal 2007. Also the interest of

of our planned total annual sales for 2007 at the start of the

institutional investors has been risen. Thanks to a number

year. At €37.1 million, the Vacuum Systems division again

of roadshows at all key European financial centers,

outperformed its high ﬁgure for the previous year: by 45.5%,

individual talks with potential investors, and meetings with

highlighting the long-term growth trend of this division. With

analysts, we have further intensiﬁed our dialog with the ﬁ-

incoming orders of €88.0 million, the Crystal Growing Sys-

nancial community.

tems division more than trebled its ﬁgure for the previous
year. The division posted two major orders in 2006. It re-

For the current ﬁscal year 2007, we are now planning a

ceived an order of around €20 million from ASi Industries

rise in sales to around €120 million and an EBIT margin of

GmbH, a wholly owned subsidiary of ErSol AG from the

5-7%. We would like to thank all our employees around the

photovoltaics sector and, in the semiconductor industry, an

world for their enormous commitment, our business asso-

order from the Singapore-based Siltronic Samsung Wafer

ciates, and particularly our shareholders for supporting us,

Pte. Ltd, a joint venture between Siltronic AG and Samsung

their trust, and our successful cooperation.

Electronic Corp. Ltd, to provide crystal growing systems for
300mm silicon monocrystals of around €60 million.

Asslar, March 21, 2007

Peter Abel

Arnd Bohle

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Chief Financial Ofﬁcer
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

Report of the Supervisory Board of PVA TePla AG on ﬁscal year 2006
PVA TePla continued its positive business performance of

extremely well positioned on this market in the long term in

recent years and generated record sales in 2006. Earnings

addition to its established markets.

also improved signiﬁcantly as against previous years. The
excellent order situation will also ensure further growth in

The Supervisory Board wishes to thank the management

2007. The recent rise in public discussion of renewable en-

and all the employees of the PVA TePla Group for the suc-

ergies shows that people are looking for solutions to the

cess in the past ﬁscal year, which would not have been pos-

pressing problems of climate and energy issues. As a provi-

sible without their dedication.

der of pioneering photovoltaics systems, PVA TePla is also
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

In the course of ﬁscal 2006, the Supervisory Board held

As the Supervisory Board consists of only three persons,

a total of four ordinary meetings. At these meetings, the

no committees were formed.

Supervisory Board received detailed reports from the Management Board on the economic situation and the perfor-

Self-evaluation using a detailed list of questions was conti-

mance of PVA TePla AG and monitored the management

nued, thereby examinating the efﬁciency of the Supervisory

on an ongoing basis. In 2006, additional areas of focus

Board as required by the Corporate Governance Code.

included the ongoing strategic development of the Group,

Overall, the Supervisory Board posted a good result in

particularly the handling of the rising level of booked busi-

most areas. Some areas were in need of improvement and

ness and the extension of capacity within the company

the Supervisory Board continued to work on these over the

this entails. The Supervisory Board was also extensively

course of the ﬁscal year.

informed of current and future projects by the Management
Board and business area management. This also included

KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft

the discussion of possible acquisitions. The business plan-

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft audited the annual ﬁnan-

ning review for 2006 submitted by the Management Board

cial statements of PVA TePla AG and the consolidated

mid-year and the budgets for the next three years were

ﬁnancial statements and management report for PVA TePla

intensively discussed before being approved.

AG and the Group as of December 31, 2006. The auditor
found that these consolidated ﬁnancial statements were

The Supervisory Board also received regular monthly re-

prepared in accordance with the International Financial

ports from the Management Board on the development of

Reporting Standards (IFRS) and reﬂect a true and fair view

the company´s economic situation. In addition to meetings

of the ﬁnancial position and performance and cash ﬂows

and reports, the Chairman of the Supervisory Board also

in the ﬁscal year. The ﬁnancial statements, management

had regular talks with the Management Board in order to

reports and the respective audit reports by the auditor were

stay informed of the current situation.

provided to each member of the Supervisory Board and
discussed in detail at the meeting of the Supervisory Board
on March 27, 2007. The auditor also reported on the key
ﬁndings of the audit at this meeting.
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The information prescribed in the management report in-

Compliance with the recommendations of the Corporate

cludes the information in accordance with Sections 289 (4)

Governance Code is felt by the Supervisory Board to be

and 315 (4) HGB. The Management Board explained this

a matter of special importance. Deviations from this Code

information and issued a statement thereon. We examined

must be discussed in detail between the Management

the explanation and the statement, agree with the assess-

Board and the Supervisory Board. The Declaration of Com-

ment by the Management Board and refer to the details

pliance required under Section 161 AktG was jointly ap-

reported in the management report and the notes.

proved and published by the Management Board and the
Supervisory Board at the meeting of the Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board‘s own audit of the annual ﬁnancial

on November 29, 2006. The deviations from the recom-

statements and management report as well as the consoli-

mendations of the Government Commission are detailed in

dated ﬁnancial statements and the Group management re-

the „Corporate Governance Report“ of this Annual Report.

port on the basis of the audit reports and the verbal report

This report also includes basic details of the remuneration

by the auditor did not give rise to any objections. The annual

system for members of the Management Board and the Su-

ﬁnancial statements of PVA TePla AG and the consolidated

pervisory Board.

ﬁnancial statements prepared by the Management Board
as of December 31, 2006 were therefore approved by the

The Supervisory Board will continue to provide the Ma-

Supervisory Board. The annual ﬁnancial statements of PVA

nagement Board with constructive support in its ambitious

TePla AG are thereby adopted in accordance with Section

goals in the next ﬁscal year.

172 sentence 1 AktG.

Aßlar, March 21, 2007

Alexander von Witzleben
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of PVA TePla AG
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NEW MATERIALS: TOMORROW´S WORLD

PVA Tepla AG
As a vacuum specialist for high-temperature and plasma

The company provides its customers with customized so-

treatment processes, PVA TePla AG is one of the world’s

lutions from a single source. These range from technology

leading system engineering companies. Its core compen-

development through tailormade design and construction

tencies are in the ﬁelds of hardmetal sintering and crystal

of production facilities right up to an after-sales service

growing as well as the use of plasma systems for surface

that covers all four corners of the globe. The company

activation and ultra-ﬁne cleaning. With its systems and

will use its systems to enter the latest ﬁelds of applicati-

services, PVA TePla enables and supports the innovative

on jointly with its customers – be they next-generation

manufacturing processes and developments of its custo-

wafers for use in the semiconductor or photovoltaic in-

mers, primarily in the semiconductor, hard metal, electrical/

dustries, powdered-metal technology, new crystals for the

electronic and optical industries – as well as the energy,

optoelectronic industry, ﬁberoptics for data transmission

photovoltaic and environmental technologies of tomorrow.

or the development of high-tech materials and surfaces.
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The Vacuum Systems Division
The Vacuum Systems Division of PVA TePla specializes in

The sintering of pre-formed hard-metal components at high

the development, construction and marketing of thermic

temperatures and under vacuum conditions, followed by a

plants and systems for processing high-quality materials

compression cycle under high pressure – for example, for

at high temperatures. With almost 50 years’ experience

the tooling industry – is one of the core competencies of

from more than 1,000 systems supplied worldwide, testi-

PVA TePla. The systems are also suitable for sintering ce-

monials from big names in the industry and a diversiﬁed

ramics, a material that is being increasingly used in car and

range of process plants, the Vacuum Systems Division of

engine production due to its low speciﬁc weight and ther-

PVA TePla AG sets technological standards that have seen

mal stability. The speciﬁc area of process engineering also

it grow to become a global market leader in the provision

covers the sintering of numerous components for engines

of vacuum sintering plant for hard metals in particular.

and transmissions, and in precision mechanics using what

Areas of Application

injection molding using metallic powders). The MIM method

Conventional materials offer many avenues for optimization.

permits the large-scale manufacture, for example, of tech-

Shaping them with powder-metallurgical methods enables

nically challenging, complex and delicate components with

complex components to be manufactured economically

a high degree dimensional accuracy in a process that can

with the minimal use of materials and with efﬁcient use of

easily be reproduced.

is known as the ‘MIM’ method (metal injection molding, or

energy resources. Product characteristics can be improved
and adapted to speciﬁc industrial needs. For example, the

One example application in the area of precision casting

desired properties can be achieved by systematically alter-

technology is the production of turbine blades, which are

ing the structure and purity of the material during thermal

becoming ever more fuel efﬁcient, quieter and therefore

treatment under vacuum or inert gas conditions. Thermal

more ecologically friendly thanks to their ability to func-

vacuum processes are becoming increasingly important

tion at increasing operating temperatures (reaching above

for high-tech materials and modern materials of the high-

1,200°C) in stationary gas turbines as well as in aircraft tur-

est quality, in particular. Depending on requirements, PVA

bines.

TePla systems can realize temperatures of up to 3,000°C
under vacuum conditions.

Vacuum-based processes are used, for example, in the
treatment and coating of surfaces, for applications in metallurgy to melt, alloy and cast metals, in the production and
processing of high-quality ceramics and glass. They are
also used in bonding processes, such as high temperature
brazing and diffusion bonding. Vacuum switches for power
plants with extremely high electrical rupturing capacities
are bonded in vacuum systems.
Consequently, the company’s target sectors are extremely
diverse and range from materials research, electrical engineering and electronics to machine tools, micromechanics, aerospace, sensor technology, the automotive industry,
optics and optoelectronics, surface and coating technology
right up to energy technology and photovoltaics.
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Crystal Growing Systems Division
Extremely high-quality and highly pure crystals are vital

The raw material silicon is also extremely important for the

components in a whole range of forward-looking industrial

photovoltaic industry, a ﬁeld that is currently experiencing

sectors, such as the

strong expansion of global production capacities for solar
modules. A variety of government support programs have

• Semiconductor,

enabled Germany to secure its current position, along with

• Photovoltaic and

Japan, at the forefront of this growth market of tomorrow.

• Optoelectronic industries.

In addition to many other countries, China and the USA will
become very signiﬁcant markets for the photovoltaic indus-

With its subsidiary Crystal Growing Systems (CGS) GmbH

try in the future. The Chinese government plans to generate

and manufacturing facility in Denmark, which it took over

12% of its electricity supply, equivalent to roughly 120 giga-

from Danish chemicals group Haldor Topsoe, PVA TePla

watts, from renewable energy sources by 2020, and similar

AG is able to provide all the major industrially relevant pro-

programs are already in place in many other countries. In

cesses, especially in the area of growing mono and poly-

March 2007, the European Union also set ambitious tar-

crystalline silicon crystals. These processes include:

gets aimed at increasing the share of renewable energy to
20% by the year 2020.

• The CZ (Czochralski) process
• The VGF (Vertical Gradient Freeze) process

In today’s fast-developing information society, methods

• The EFG (Edge Deﬁned Film Fed Growth) process

allowing for rapid, broadband data transmission are be-

• The FZ (Floatzone) method

coming ever more important. For optoelectronic and highfrequency applications, increasing use is being made of

Founded in 1999, CGS emerged from the Leybold Group

compound semiconductors.

and has a long tradition in the area of crystal growing, having delivered over 500 systems since 1958.

The gallium and indium-based materials most frequently for the latter differ from silicon in that their efﬁciency in

Areas of Application

interacting with light is signiﬁcantly greater. Furthermore,

Rod-shaped silicon mono-crystals, also called ingots, are

they possess greater electron mobility, thus enabling the

manufactured in the systems and then cut into thin discs.

construction of transistors with higher cutoff frequencies.

Known as wafers in the semiconductor industry, they are

These types of compound semiconductors are therefore

the basic material for chip production. The manufacture of

predestined for use in mobile wireless communication and

silicon ingots, which must meet the most stringent quali-

in ﬁber-optic networks. In future, they will also capture new

ty standards, requires extremely reliable crystal growing

markets for optoelectronic applications such as LEDs.

systems based on sophisticated process technology. CGS
has been designing and building these kinds of systems for

Due to its high energy efﬁciency, which reduces electricity

decades now. In addition to systems for producing ingots

consumption by up to 80%, LED technology will play an im-

with standard diameters of up to 200 mm, the Crystal Gro-

portant, if not leading, role in the lighting market in future. A

wing Systems Division has been supplying 300 mm crys-

supermarket in Switzerland has already become the world’s

tal pulling systems for several years. It is also the world’s

ﬁrst to be lit entirely by LED technology, while the debate in

only manufacturer to have produced, and supplied to its

Australia regarding a possible ban on incandescent bulbs

cooperation partners in Japan, systems for developing the

points to an impending revolution in lighting technology.

generation after next of crystals and wafers with a diameter
of 450 mm.
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Plasma Systems Division
The Plasma System Division originated from the core busi-

The introduction of the 300 mm wafer generation has more

ness of the former TePla AG in Munich. The division spe-

than doubled the size of the processing surface previously

cializes in technologies used for the surface modiﬁcation

available. However, this is also accompanied by an incre-

of substrates through the controlled application of plasma.

asing risk of breakage along with all the resulting consequences, such as lengthy production downtimes following

The central role played by plasma as a key technology,

wafer breakage. When it comes to avoiding wafer brea-

primarily in the semiconductor and solar industries as

kage, early detection of mechanical stresses is a crucial

well as in medical engineering and industrial ﬁelds, is

factor. To this end, the division supplies fully automated

based on its exceptional characteristics, such as high re-

metrology systems for measuring mechanical stresses in

activity and the low level of stress applied to the surface

wafers. These systems make the stress distribution visible

being treated.

and quantiﬁable.
In the industrial and medical engineering market, material

Areas of Application

surfaces requiring cleaning, coating or chemical activation

Plasma treatment enables a wide range of applications in-

are subjected to a range of different plasma processes.

volved in the production of semiconductors. In front-end

Plasma treatment allows speciﬁc characteristics in the

semiconductor manufacturing, the removal of photoresist

basic material that are also desired on its surface to be

masks, referred to as ashing, after the etching or implanta-

changed in a controlled manner. Examples of these include

tion processes is one of the most important and frequently

plastics (polymers), which offer outstanding characteristics

performed steps in the production of components. In the

in terms of geometric stability combined with low weight, as

back end, chip packaging is becoming ever more impor-

well as easy formability and low costs. In spite of this, some

tant due to the increasingly sophisticated complex chip pa-

of these outstanding characteristics of the basic material

ckages and optimized chip packaging processes that are

are frequently undesired on its surface. Bonding, casting

required by the constant increases in speed and efﬁciency

or pre-printing of many types of untreated polymers is of-

of the chips.

ten difﬁcult or impossible. In these cases, plasma treatment
helps to change the surfaces in a controlled manner while

The need to deliver high performance in a manageable

retaining the optimum characteristics of the basic material.

size is driving the trend for constant reductions in silicon

Plasma treatment can be used for etching, cleaning, acti-

chip thicknesses. Silicon thicknesses of 75 µm and below

vation, chemical modiﬁcation and coating. As a result, it is

are already commonplace in mass-production processes

suitable for use in achieving targeted changes on virtually

around the world. Up to 10 of these wafers are stacked on

any plastic surfaces.

top of one another and then processed to form chips. In or-

024

der to maximize the stability and workability of these types

The medical engineering market also offers a large range of

of extremely thin silicon wafers, all traces of damage left on

applications, which can only be performed to the required

their surface as a result of the grinding process must be re-

purity levels by means of plasma treatment. Examples of

moved. This is achieved in equipment provided by the Plas-

these applications include the targeted activation of sur-

ma Systems Division, using a dry chemical process that is

faces of synthetic plastics to further stimulate the develop-

unique of its kind in the world. The relaxation etching used

ment of cell cultures. Plasma treatment is also a particularly

in this case is also used in slightly modiﬁed form to achieve

effective means of sterilizing the inner walls of blood lines,

further thinning of the wafers. This enables the production

for example, or changing the wettability of surfaces in an

of ultra-thin chips with a thickness of just 20 µm.

inhaler.
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Share performance
Over the course of the year, the price of PVA TePla AG

Until October 2006, the performance of the share price

shares rose by 24% from €3.80 to €4.65 to the end of

was relatively constant up to €5.30. However, the pri-

December 2006. While this was an encouraging deve-

ce dropped as the year progressed, and the share lost

lopment, given that the price had risen to €5.30 in 2006,

some of its gains. Following the publication of the provi-

not a satisfactory one. The index relevant for our shares

sional ﬁgures at the start of the year, however, the shares

in the Prime Standard, the „Technology All Shares“,

rose again signiﬁcantly to back over €5. In mid-February

which includes 154 securities, posted growth comparab-

2007, PVA TePla shares even broke the €6 marker. The

le to that of PVA TePla shares, whereas the performance

Company‘s continuing good order situation and the po-

of the „Advanced Industrial Equipment“ industry group,

sitive assessment of the analysts tracking it are a sound

which contains a total of 20 securities, was weaker by

foundation for further appreciation of the shares in fu-

comparison.

ture.
While trading volume of the shares declined on stock
markets in 2006, the long-term average is rising slightly.

2005

EUR

EUR

Earnings per share (EPS)

EUR

+0.10 *

+0.06 **

Annual high

EUR

5.30

6.40

Annual low

EUR

3.72

1.70

Closing price as of December 30

EUR

4.65

3.80

Performance of PVA TePla shares

%

22

136

Performance of Technology All Share

%

23

39

Performance of Prime Standard IG „Advanced Industrial Equipment“

%

16

31

Mio.

21.75

21.75

%

49.00

39.50

million EUR

101.13

82.65

Number of shares at year-end
Free ﬂoat
Market capitalization at year-end
Base for Xetra prices
*

Base: 21,749,988 shares

** Base: 21,528,321 shares
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Shareholder structure

PA Beteiligungsgesellschaft 27,4%

Freeﬂoat 49%

Private Investor 5,9%

As a result of the liquidation of PVA Konsortialgesellschaft

employees. At the beginning of the year, the UK investment

in November 2006, which previously held 6.7% of share

company BlackRock increased its interest in the Company

capital in PVA TePla, the free ﬂoat has since risen to 49%.

and, according to the latest release we received, holds a

The shares held by this company were distributed among

stake of around 2.8%.

Company shareholders, who are predominantly PVA TePla
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Jenoptik 17,7%

2006

2007

Share performance of PVA TePla shares January 2006 – February 2007
154,9%

150%

140%

130%

120%

110%

100%
95,9%
PVA TePla AG

IG Industrial Advanced Equipment

Tec All Share

Reliable communication with the ﬁnancial market
In the past year, the Company intensiﬁed its communica-

The Annual Shareholders‘ Meeting again took place at

tion activities with the capital market. The annual ﬁnancial

Wetzlar‘s town hall on June 27, 2006. The items proposed

press conference and analysts‘ conference call took place

by the Management Board and the Supervisory Board were

on April 6, 2006 at DZ Bank, Frankfurt, the Company‘s de-

accepted by the shareholders with a large majority.

signated sponsor. There, analysts were presented with information on the Company‘s annual ﬁgures, which had just

Our shareholders and other interested parties can ﬁnd com-

been published, and its strategy for the future. Also, a num-

prehensive information on PVA TePla shares, including the

ber of institutional investors heard reports on the Company

presentations held at the roadshows, on the Company‘s

and its shares at roadshows in London, Frankfurt, Paris,

web site www.pvatepla.com under Investor Relations. If you

Zurich and Düsseldorf. PVA TePla AG also took part in the

wish to talk one-on-one, you can contact Dr. Gert Fisahn,

annual „Equity Forum“ again on November 27, 2006, where

our Investor Relations manager, on ++49(0)6441/5692-342

the Company‘s presentation met with sustained interest.

or e-mail him at gert.ﬁsahn@pvatepla.com.
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Corporate Governance at PVA TePla AG complies with all the statutory requirements and, with some minor deviations
detailed in the Declaration of Compliance provided below, the recommendations set out in the Corporate Governance
Code.

Shareholders
Our shareholders exercise their rights at the Annual Gen-

Management Board, and their names are announced in the

eral Meeting. They may exercise their voting rights per-

letter of invitation to the Annual General Meeting. We pub-

sonally or through a proxy acting in accordance with the

lish the documents for the Annual General Meeting on our

shareholder‘s instructions. Proxies are nominated by the

homepage.

Board of Management and Supervisory Board
The Management Board of PVA TePla AG deﬁnes the

The Supervisory Board of PVA TePla AG consists of three

corporate goals, strategic direction, corporate policy and

members who are informed in detail about the ﬁnancial

organizational structure of the Group. Speciﬁcally, this in-

situation and business development of the Company at

cludes managing the Group and its ﬁnancial resources,

four meetings each year. Regular monthly reports by the

coordinating and monitoring the divisions, planning human

Management Board, detailing key ﬁnancial and performance

resources and presenting the Company to the capital mar-

ﬁgures of the Company, enable the Supervisory Board to

ket and the general public.

monitor how the business situation is developing. In addition to Board meetings and reports, the Supervisory Board

The Management Board informs the Supervisory Board

also holds regular meetings with the Management Board in

promptly and comprehensively about all relevant planning

order to keep itself informed.

involving the Company. Transactions and activities that require the Supervisory Board‘s approval are submitted to
the latter in a timely manner.
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Remuneration Report
The following report describes the structure and determination of remuneration for the Management Board and the
Supervisory Board

Remuneration of the Management Board
The remuneration of Management Board members con-

net proﬁt of the PVA TePla Group. The details can be found

sists of a basic salary, other beneﬁts (primarily monetary

in the notes to the consolidated ﬁnancial statements.

beneﬁt from the use of a company car and subsidies for
health insurance premiums) and a performance-based
bonus. The bonus is measured as a percentage of the

Remuneration of the Supervisory Board
The remuneration of members of the Supervisory Board is

into account by doubling this remuneration if the consolida-

regulated in Article 14 of the Articles of Association of the

ted net income for the year exceeds €1 million.

Company. In line with this regulation, the remuneration of
the Supervisory Board in ﬁscal 2006 was €40 thousand. In

Stock options were not granted to members of the Ma-

line with the Articles of the company, the members of the

nagement Board or the Supervisory Board in ﬁscal 2006.

Supervisory Board receive ﬁxed remuneration and remuneration based on the Company‘s performance. This is taken

Shareholdings and subscription rights of executive body members
Management Board

Shares

Shares

Subscription
rights

rights

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

6,001,275

5,991,275

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares

Shares

Subscription

Subscription

rights

rights

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

Alexander von Witzleben

0

0

0

0

Dr. Peter Friedemann

0

300

0

0

Prof. Dr. Günter Bräuer

0

0

0

0

Peter Abel
Arnd Bohle

Supervisory Board

Subscription
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Director Dealings
Under Section 15a of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz – WpHG) members of the Management Board and the Supervisory Board are required to disclose their transactions in PVA TePla AG shares. The following
transactions were notiﬁed to PVA TePla AG:

Type and location
Date

Name

07.03.2006 PA Beteiligungsges. mbH

Function

of transaction

Die PA Beteiligunges.
mbH is closely relatet
with Management
Board member
Peter Abel

Purchase of shares,
Xetra, Frankfurt

Price

Total volume

Number

EURO

EURO

10,000

4.59

45,900

Risk management
PVA TePla AG is a fast-growing company with numerous

Details of the risks faced by our Company and how these

opportunities on the international markets. Entrepreneurial

are dealt with can be found under item 13 of the Group

activity is simultaneously and inevitably associated with

management report in the 2006 Annual Report.

risks. The handling of opportunities and risks is managed
with an efﬁcient risk management system.

Transparency and information
The Management Board and Supervisory Board of PVA

regularly and can be publicly accessed at our website (www.

TePla AG attach great importance to the transparency of

pvatepla.com). Analysts and institutional investors are also

business decisions. Timely dialog with the shareholders of

provided with opportunities during roadshows, balance

the Company, the equity market and interested members

sheet press conferences and analyst press conferences,

of the public is aimed at providing a full and comprehen-

and in one-to-one conversations to inform themselves

sive view of our company. All media relevant to this aim,

extensively about the business policies and prospects of

in particular quarterly and annual reports, documents for

our Company. The presentation media are also available

the Annual General Meeting, ad hoc announcements,

on the PVA TePla website for those who are interested.

other press releases, ﬁnancial calendar, ﬁlings and disclosures in accordance with the Securities Trading Act and
information on our divisions are published promptly and
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Audit of annual ﬁnancial statements
The consolidated ﬁnancial statements of PVA TePla AG are

The annual ﬁnancial statements for ﬁscal 2006 were audited

prepared in accordance with the International Financial Re-

by the internationally renowned auditing company KPMG

porting Standards (IFRS). The single entity ﬁnancial state-

Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft Wirt-

ments of PVA TePla AG conform to German accounting

schaftsprüfungsgesellschaft. The annual ﬁnancial state-

legislation. The auditors are selected at the Annual General

ments were granted an unqualiﬁed audit opinion.

Meeting in accordance with statutory requirements. The
Supervisory Board obtains a statement of independence
from the auditor pursuant to item 7.2.1. of the German Corporate Governance Code.

Joint declaration of compliance made by the Management Board and the
Supervisory Board of PVA TePla AG in accordance with Section 161 AktG
(German Stock Corporation Act)
The Management Board and Supervisory Board of PVA
TePla AG, domiciled in Aßlar, Germany, hereby declare
that the Company has and does comply with the recommendations of the German Corporate Governance Code

• up to 50% of annual Supervisory Board
remuneration for Supervisory Board members
• up to 20% of their respective gross annual
remuneration for Management Board members.

of the Government Commission in the currently published version dated June 12, 2006 have been and are

2. Item 5.3 of the Code recommends that the Supervisory

being met, with the following exceptions:

Board form committees. Given that the Supervisory Board
consists of only three members, this regulation does not

1. The German Corporate Governance Code recom-

apply to PVA TePla AG.

mends in item 3.8 that a reasonable retention be included
in liability insurance policies concluded by a company for

The corporate governance report published in the 2006

its Management Board and Supervisory Board members

Annual Report will include a report on the remuneration

(D&O insurance). PVA TePla AG waives any retention for

of the members of the Management Board and the Super-

the members of its executive bodies in its D&O insuran-

visory Board.

ce policy. However, the members of executive bodies
accept the following limited amounts of personal liability
towards the Company:

Aßlar, December 2006
on behalf of the Management Board:

on behalf of the Supervisory Board:

Peter Abel

Alexander von Witzleben

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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1. Introduction

2. Structure of reporting

PVA TePla operates worldwide as a supplier of systems for

Due to the increasing degree of integration between the

the production and further processing of high-quality mate-

separate divisions of the PVA TePla Group, an isolated

rials such as metals, semiconductors, ceramics, glass, and

analysis of PVA TePla AG that excludes the activities of the

also for surface treatment of these materials and various

subsidiaries will provide only a limited view of the business

plastic surfaces. Such production and treatment process-

and ﬁnancial situation of PVA TePla AG. The preparation of

es require stable, reproducible conditions. For this reason,

a separate management report for PVA TePla AG for the

they therefore usually take place under vacuum conditions

present reporting year was, therefore, again waived. In this

or inert gas atmospheres, at high temperatures or with the

combined management report and Group management

support of low-pressure plasma.

report, the speciﬁc aspects necessary for understanding
the situation of PVA TePla AG are separately concentrated

PVA TePla supplies vacuum systems that produce and

on in the respective sections. This integrated management

treat high-tech materials and surfaces in a vacuum at high

report is also an integral part of the single-entity ﬁnancial

temperatures and in plasma. The market for these sys-

statements of PVA TePla AG. The consolidated ﬁnancial

tems is always associated worldwide with state-of-the-art

statements of PVA TePla AG were prepared in accordance

advances in materials and surface treatment technologies,

with international accounting principles, as laid down by

for example the 300mm silicon (Si) wafer technology for

IFRS. The individual ﬁnancial statements of PVA TePla AG

semiconductors, mono- or multi-crystal wafers for photo-

are prepared in accordance with the accounting principles

voltaics, structural materials for telescopes in outer space,

contained in the German Commercial Code (Handelsge-

production technologies for metal powder, for example for

setzbuch - HGB).

hard metals, and production technologies for ﬂat panel
screens and LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes), the technology

The present management report describes the business

for producing extremely thin wafers, and also surface treat-

development of PVA (the „Company“) and its subsidiaries

ment systems for plastic and steel. This market will exist

(collectively referred to as „PVA TePla“ or the „Group“) in the

as long as high-tech materials are produced and further

ﬁnancial year 2006.

developed.
The markets served by PVA TePla are characterized by a
limited number of suppliers and global dimensions. The
products of PVA TePla are sold both in technologically demanding market niches, and also in fast growing markets
such as in photovoltaics.
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The Group structures its business activities, and hence its reporting, into three divisions: Vacuum Systems, Crystal
Growing Systems and Plasma Systems:

PVA TePla Group

Vacuum Systems

Crystal Growing Systems

Plasma Systems

PVA TePla AG /
Vacuum Systems Division,
Aßlar (head ofﬁce)

PVA TePla AG /
Crystal Growing Systems
Division, Aßlar (head ofﬁce)

PVA TePla AG /
Plasma Systems Division,
Feldkirchen

PVA Control GmbH
Aßlar

PVA TePla Danmark
Frederikssund,
Denmark

PVA TePla America Inc.,
Corona, California, USA

PVA Löt- und
Werkstofftechnik GmbH,
Jena
PVA Vakuum Anlagenbau GmbH,
Jena

Crystal Growing Systems
GmbH, Aßlar
Xi`an HuaDe CGS Ltd.,
Xi`an, China

Plasma Systems GmbH,
Feldkirchen
PlaTeG GmbH,
Siegen

UV Systec Gesellschaft
für UV-Strahler &
Systemtechnik GmbH,
Jena

The entities highlighted in blue are included in the single-entity ﬁnancial statements of the AG

This management report contains statements on the future, based on assumptions and estimates by corporate management. Although we assume that the forward-looking expectations in the statements are realistic, we cannot guarantee
that these expectations will prove correct. The assumptions may harbour risks and uncertainties that could lead to actual
results deviating substantially from the forecasts made. Factors that could cause such deviations include: changes in the
macroeconomic and business environment, exchange rates and interest rate variability, launching of competing products,
lack of acceptance of new products or services, and changes to corporate strategy.
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3. Business and economic situation
3.1. Overall macroeconomic environment
The global economy again developed positively in 2006.

The GDP of Russia has increased by 7% annually for sev-

The growth in gross domestic product (GDP) was ap-

eral years. This trend also continued in the past ﬁnancial

proximately 5% and therewith continued to be above the

year. The Russian economy continues to be supported in

medium-term trend. The speed of expansion, however, has

considerable measure by the high oil price on the world

been somewhat subdued in some important regions of the

market.

world since the middle of the year.
The economic upswing has increased considerably in the
The pace of economic growth in the USA has considerably

European Union in the past year. Germany was also able to

slowed since the second half of 2006. In the ﬁrst quarter,

proﬁt from this development. The economic research insti-

the economy received an additional impulse through recon-

tutes increased their forecasts continuously in the course of

struction work after the hurricanes. The slowing down in

the year, so that it was justiﬁable to talk about an economic

growth is, after years of strong economic growth, a natu-

upswing. The development in Germany is insofar gratifying

ral reaction and makes a drastic fall in the economy rather

that the upswing was above all not just driven by foreign

unlikely in the future. The real gross domestic product rose

trade but – like in the other European countries too – by

by 3.4% in 2006, from 3.2% in the previous year.

domestic demand, which was boosted by substantial investment. Only private consumption was not as yet able

After clear signs of an economic upswing in Japan in 2005,

to send out any additional positive signals. The euro zone

trends in 2006 again weakened, however. Primarily respon-

achieved the greatest increase in GDP since 2000. In the

sible for this situation were lack of impulses from abroad,

Scandinavian countries, an upswing had already begun

and also the restraint in public investment. The increase

earlier than in the euro zone. Both private consumption

in private consumption and private sector industrial invest-

and industrial investment show high rates of increase in this

ment prevented a stronger fall, so that the gross domestic

area. In Denmark, this is to be observed particularly in the

product increased by 2.7%.

very tight labour market.

The process of growth in China in 2006 continued undiminished. The gross domestic product increased by 11.3%
in the second half of the year. Up to now, the government
has not been able to diminish the danger of overheating,
particularly as a weakening of growth is not apparent. In the
other, smaller Asian emerging markets, the dynamism of
economic development also slowed, but, with a 5% growth
rate in GDP, was still relative high.
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3.2. Trends within speciﬁc industries
The world economy is in a growth phase with the USA, for

According to expert opinion, the world market for electronic

example, showing marked rates of increase and the industri-

components grew by 7% in 2006. The principal growth mo-

alization of China is making rapid progress. The mechanical

tors, besides entertainment electronics, are industrial and

engineering industry is proﬁting from these developments to

automotive electronics. The European market, on the other

a very considerable extent. German mechanical engineer-

hand, grew in 2006 by a mere 2%, but a growth of 7%,

ing, in comparison with the national economy, developed

however, is also forecast here for 2007. The semiconductor

even more dynamically in 2006, and increased its produc-

market segment recorded even higher growth rates, grow-

tion by approximately 6% over that of the previous year.

ing worldwide by 8.9% in the ﬁrst nine months of 2006.

Domestic demand also improved considerably, in contrast

Looking to the full year, the rate of growth should turn out

to previous years. Domestic incoming orders have risen

even higher, as the fourth quarter is traditionally stronger

by approximately 20%, and are now starting to clear the

than the previous quarters.

investment backlog that has already existed for quite a long
time. A stronger demand for products from the mechanical

In the semiconductor industry, sales in Germany in 2006,

engineering industry is also expected in the near future.

according to the Central Association for Electrical En-

The electrical industry, traditionally very export-oriented,

Elektrotechnik und Elektronikindustrie e.V.] (ZVEI), were

recorded a real increase in production in Germany in 2006

on the level of the previous year, although according to

of around 6% and was therefore able to proﬁt considerably

the European Semiconductor Industry Association ESIA,

from the additional growth impulses from abroad. The very

sales worldwide in the ﬁrst eleven months rose by 6.2%. In

positive number of incoming orders comprised all sectors

particular, overcapacities of industrial buyers had resulted

of the industry, both consumer goods and capital goods.

in weak sales in the ﬁrst half of 2006, while, in the further

gineering and the Electronics Industry [Zentralverband

course of the year, increased demand on the user side gave
rise to increasing sales in the semiconductor industry.
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4. Structural changes within the PVA TePla Group
Two new companies have been taken over by the Plasma

this area in the near future e.g. as part of article identiﬁca-

Systems division since December 31, 2005. As of April 1,

tion in the retail trade (RFID) and in the development of new

2006 the business of Asyntis GmbH, Putzbrunn, was pur-

computer chips, having very high computer power, for the

chased and merged into the newly founded Plasma Sys-

semiconductor industry (multilayer or stack technology).

tems GmbH, Feldkirchen. As of September 1, 2006, the

This plasma systems technology can also be used in future

business of Plasma Technik Grün GmbH, Siegen, was

for production stages in respect of silicon solar cells.

purchased and merged into the newly founded PlaTeG
GmbH, Siegen.

A major order dated November 30, 2006 for 300mm crystal
growing plant was concluded between Siltronic Samsung

The product portfolio of the Plasma Systems divisions

wafer Ltd, Singapore, and the Group parent company PVA

was expanded by the two new activities. PlaTeG GmbH

TePla AG. This major project will therefore be managed

posseses a range of plasma systems for the nitriding

by PVA TePla AG and not by the subsidiary Crystal Grow-

and therewith the hardening of steel products using the

ing Systems GmbH (CGS GmbH); however, it treated as

PulsPlasma method as well as for the coating of workpiec-

belonging to the Crystal Growing Systems division. A new

es with wear-resistant coatings. Plasma Systems GmbH

accounting unit was set up within PVA TePla AG for this

possesses the know-how for the production of extremely

purpose.

®

thin wafers. A large market potential can be expected in

5. Sales revenues
The PVA TePla Group generated consolidated sales revenues of €70.4 million in the ﬁnancial year 2006 (2005:
€51.4 million), thus increasing its sales by 37%. The planned target of a 30% increase in revenues over the pre-

North America 6%

Europe 13%

vious year was therewith even exceeded. Sales of €14.2
million, generated in the ﬁrst quarter, were followed by
higher sales in the second and third quarters of the year
of respectively €16.2 million and €22.5 million. The fourth
quarter generated revenues of €17,8 million.
Of sales generated, 47% (2005: 30%) were achieved in
Germany. The improved domestic share of sales, compared with the previous year, is in particular attributable
to the orders of ASi Industries GmbH placed with CGS
GmbH in the Crystal Growing Systems division. The markets in Asia still play a major role for PVA TePla. Of sales
generated abroad, 64% are attributable to this region,
25% to European countries and 11% to North America.
This demonstrates that the product portfolio of the enterprise on the Asian growth market is subjected to a similar
dynamism as the general growth of the Group.
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Asia 34%

Germany 47%

In the following section, more information on the sales performance of the three divisions Vacuum Systems, Crystal Growing Systems and Plasma Systems is provided.

Vacuum Systems
The Vacuum Systems division achieved sales of €28.3 mil-

In the hard metals area, accounting for approximately

lion, thus nearly reaching the very good performance of the

75% of systems sales, the position on the world market

ﬁnancial year 2005 (€31.2 million). The business unti has a

was further reinforced. Metal-heated high-vacuum sys-

40% share of total group revenue.

tems were sold to customers in the electrical industry in, for
example China and India, as in the previous year.

The systems business generated the largest part of these
sales with approximately 77% (2005: 76%); service and

PVA Löt- und Werkstofftechnik GmbH (high-temperature

contract processing contributed the remaining 23%

brazing and heat treatment as a service for our customers;

(2005: 24%) to the sales of this division.

contract processing) recorded an exceptionally strong
growth of well nigh 100% in sales, compared with 2005.

Higher demand in foreign markets resulted in the reporting

This growth is attributable to a steady expansion in busi-

year yet again in an increased export share of 77% (2005:

ness with existing customers and to the acquisition of new

73%), a gratifying result achieved despite the inﬂuence of a

customers. The strategy of gaining greater planning securi-

strong euro. Approximately 37% of systems construction

ty by binding customers on a longer-term basis was conti-

sales were achieved in Asia, China still playing a particu-

nued in 2006. The percentage of revenues generated from

larly important role for the division. Again, a number of

long-term general-framework agreements was almost 60%

systems were sold to India. Exports to European countries

of total sales, as in 2005. Sales are generated essentially

were almost as important, with a share of 34%. Sales in

one hundred percent in Germany.

Germany represented around 23%.
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Crystal Growing Systems
The Crystal Growing Systems division increased its sales
almost fourfold compared to the previous year, from €7.4
million to €28.6 million. This division thus contributed 41%
of total sales. Germany played the most important role in
the regional breakdown of sales in 2006.
The market for crystal growing systems developed very satisfactorily in 2006, in line with expectations and forecasts.
Moreover, the great advantage of the division, in possessing all relevant technologies for industrially utilizable crystal
growth, is demonstrated. Two industrial sectors are foremost. One is photovoltaics, which contributes in considerable measure to the increasing sales of the Group in the
strongly growing market in renewable energy. The PVA
TePla Group offers customers a number of most modern
systems in this ﬁeld. In April 2006, CGS GmbH received an
order in the amount of around €20 million from ASi Industries GmbH, a 100 per cent subsidiary of ErSol AG for the
delivery of systems for the drawing of single-crystalline silicon bars. The other is the semi-conductor industry, which,
with the change in technology to large wafer diameters, results in increasing demand. The order in November 2006,
in the amount of around €60 million, from the Singaporebased Siltronic Samsung Wafer Pte Ltd, a joint venture
between Siltronic AG and Samsung Electronic Corp. Ltd, for
the delivery of crystal-growing systems for silicon crystals
having a diameter 300mm, conﬁrms this opinion.
These trends in the industry will continue, in all probability,
within the next few years.
The increase in sales of services is gratifying. In this, we see
a long-term trend, as the number of systems delivered will
increase strongly within the next few years.
The joint venture Xi‘an HuaDe CGS Ltd in Xi‘an, China,
founded in 2005, contributed considerably in 2006, for the
ﬁrst time, to sales of the Crystal Growing division. The ﬁrst
order from a customer from the solar energy industry in
China was received in 2005 and was billed for €3.3 million.
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Plasma Systems
The Plasma Systems division generated sales of €13.6 mil-

particularly from the development in the Asian market.

lion in 2006 (2005: €12.8 million) and therewith contributed

In particular, a number of systems were sold to Taiwan.

19% to the total sales of PVA TePla. The product area of

But also the closer cooperation with our sales ofﬁce in Bei-

front-end semiconductors achieved sales of €4.0 million

jing is starting to bring beneﬁts. Two systems were supplied

and thus did not reach its level of the previous year (€4.8

to customers via the latter ofﬁce. In the subdivisions Con-

million). Systems for the industrial/medical market, on the

tract Processing and Service, a reduction in sales was sus-

other hand, achieved higher sales of €2.5 million (2005:

tained due to a changed customer structure. It is assumed

€1.9 million). The product area of chip-packaging systems

that the growth path in this subdivision will be reached in

recorded an increase in sales of almost 50% to €5.2 million

the coming ﬁnancial year.

(2005: €3.5 million) in 2006. Sales in the area of contract
processing and service declined to €1.9 million (2005:
€2.6 million).

The increasing strength of the euro compared with the US$
and the Yen must be considered a competitive disadvantage, particularly as two main competitors are based in

The favourable basic macro-economic situation in the im-

these regions. Nevertheless, the Plasma Systems division

portant semiconductor markets in Asia, Europe and North

will be strengthened further in the coming ﬁnancial year

America contributed decisively to the growing sales rev-

both by the development of the distribution network and by

enues of this division, whereby our enterprise beneﬁted

the market launching of new products.
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PVA TePla AG reports sales revenues of €44.2 million

This business was taken over in 2004 from the Danish group

(2005: €41.4 million) in its own single-entity ﬁnancial state-

Haldor Topsoe and is carried on as a legally non-independ-

ments. In this case, also, the Vacuum Systems division,

ent branch of PVA TePla AG. In this area, two systems were

with €29.5 million, generated by far the largest share in total

delivered in 2006, and put into operation with customers in

sales, although the very gratifying ﬁgure of €31.2 million of

China and Japan.

the previous year was not achieved.
In the Plasma Systems division, sales of €10.8 million
The ﬂoatzone-systems product group of the Crystal Grow-

exceeded the previous year‘s ﬁgure of €8.2 million.

ing Systems division considerably increased its sales, compared with the previous year, from €2.0 million to €3.9 million.

Group revenue, by division (in Mio. €)

44,2

51,4

70,4

13,6

12,8
16,9

28,6

7,4

4,9
22,4

2004
Vacuum Systems
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2005
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2006
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6. Orders
Incoming orders
In the ﬁnancial year 2006, the Group was able to signiﬁ-

The Crystal Growing Systems division increased incom-

cantly increase incoming orders to a level of €139.5 million

ing orders more than threefold, from €25.6 million in the

(2005: €64.3 million), thus more than doubling (+117%) the

previous year to €88 million, and now represents a share

ﬁgure of the previous year. This rise represents a new record

of 63.1% of all incoming orders. The division was able to

in the Group‘s history. The largest part of this increase was

obtain two major orders in 2006. CGS GmbH obtained an

achieved in the Crystal Growing Systems division.

order from the photovoltaic industry valued at approximately
€20 million from ASi Industries GmbH, a 100%-owned

With a book to bill ratio at Group level of 1.98, the already

subsidiary of Ersol AG, for the supply of systems for

high ﬁgure of 1.25 that was achieved in the previous year

drawing mono-crystalline silicon crystals. In the semicon-

was impressively exceeded, and highlights the growth

ductor business, PVA TePla AG obtained an order, amount-

course of the group.

ing to €60 million, from Siltronic Samsung Wafer Pte. Ltd,
based in Singapore, a joint venture between Siltronic AG

The Vacuum Systems division accounted for €37.1 million

and Samsung Electronic Corp. Ltd, for the supply of crystal

(2005: €25.5 million), representing 26.6%, of the aggregate

growing systems.

incoming orders. In this area, the previous year’s ﬁgures
were exceeded by approximately 45,5%, thus underlining

The Crystal Growing Systems division assumes an increas-

the long-term growth trend of the division. In the fourth

ing demand for appropriate systems on the world market

quarter, incoming orders reached their highest value of all

as a result of the likely gradual diminishing in the shortage

quarters in 2006, with orders for a value of €13.4 million.

of silicon. The PVA TePla Group, as a result of the market

Approximately 65% of orders for systems were received

launch of a new system for the production of multi-crystal-

from abroad. Asia, with its 35% share of incoming orders,

line silicon blocks is also well positioned on the photovoltaic

again played a major role. Approximately half of the orders

market. We anticipate further long-term growth opportuni-

from this region come from China. European countries ac-

ties in this market.

count for 26% of all orders.
In 2006, PVA TePla Danmark again obtained an order for a
large ﬂoatzone system of the type FZ30 from China. This
unit expects orders for slim rod pullers and analysis crystal
growing systems as a result of the worldwide expansion of
capacity for the production of pure silicon. The ﬁrst orders
in this area have already been obtained in the ﬁrst quarter
of 2007, from Korea.
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The Plasma Systems division recorded customer orders

The largest sub-division in terms of orders received is the

amounting to €14.4 million (2005: €13.2 million). The divi-

area „Chip Packaging“. The contract-processing business

sion thus achieved a share of 10.3% of total incoming or-

has declined strongly in the USA due to the loss of two

ders. A glance at the individual regions shows Asia, and

major customers. To combat this reduction, a restructur-

in particular Taiwan, as especially important. This region

ing of sales activities in the USA was undertaken. The new

is to be more strongly taken into consideration by the in-

sales structure provides the American subsidiary PVA TePla

creased integration of the sales branch in Beijing. In addi-

America with greater opportunities to sell its products out-

tion, through the newly founded PlaTeG GmbH, sales syn-

side of the USA.

ergies as well as an extension of the product portfolio are
being achieved, which not only support the worldwide sale
of PlaTeG products, but also the sales of existing products
in the industrial/medical ﬁeld in Europe.

Incoming orders, by division (in Mio. €)

54,1

64,3

139,5

14,4

88
13,2
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2004
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2005
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37,1

2006
Plasma Systems

If PVA TePla AG is viewed as a single company, orders re-

sense in this instance. The hefty increase is due to the

ceived amounted to €109.2 million (2005: €38.5 million).

order from Siltronic Samsung Wafer Pte. Ltd, which was
recorded in the newly installed Crystal Growing Systems

The overall picture for the Vacuum Systems division is simi-

division of PVA TePla AG. Orders received by the Dan-

lar to that of the Group as a whole. Orders of €37.4 million

ish branch improved slightly, from €2.0 million in the pre-

clearly exceeded the previous year‘s ﬁgure of €28 million.

vious year, to €2.1 million. An order for a large ﬂoatzone

The value of intra-Group orders is approximately €3 million

system for a Chinese customer was also booked in 2006.

(2005: €4.1 million).
The Plasma Systems division turned in an improveIn the Crystal Growing Systems division, a value of incom-

ment on the previous years €8.5 million, with a ﬁgure of

ing orders of €61.6 million was achieved. A comparison

€10.2 million.

with the previous year‘s value (€2 million) does not make

Order backlog
The order backlog of the PVA Tepla Group is shown here

Orders on hand for the Vacuum Systems division rose more

after deducting revenues already recognized according to

than 60% to €18.5 million, from the previous year‘s ﬁgure

the percentage of completion method (POC).

of €11.2 million. This value, too, conﬁrms the medium-term
growth trend and represents a good starting point for the

On this basis, the Group trebled the previous year‘s ﬁgure

business planned in the new ﬁnancial year.

of €33.3 million and achieved a value at December 31,
2006 of €101.1 million, a new record.

The Plasma Systems division recorded a value of
€3.8 million (2005: €2.9 million). On account of the short-

The Crystal Growing Systems division showed the largest

term completion times for orders of this division, a larger

order book, with a value of €78.8 million (2005: €19.1 mil-

ratio of orders on hand, compared to sales, is not generally

lion). This huge increase in orders on hand reveals clearly

to be expected.

the very positive development in this area, and the major
importance that this division represents at the present time
for PVA TePla. The delivery of existing orders is scheduled
to continue to the beginning of 2009.
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The order book of PVA TePla AG amounted at the 2006

growth is attributable the order placed by Siltronic

year-end to €88.6 million (2005 €23.7 million). The Vacuum

Samsung Wafer Pte. Ltd with PVA TePla AG. The

Systems division contributed €26.7 million (2005: €18.9

Plasma Systems division recorded a value of €2.4 million

million) to this ﬁgure. The largest part related to the Crystal

(2005: €3 million). The values stated here are the nomi-

Growing Systems division that showed orders on hand of

nal values of the orders, based on German accounting

€59.5 million (2005: €1.8 million). The very considerable

principles.

Order backlog, by division

(in Mio. €)

20,5
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7. Production
The production of systems and furnaces, as well as contract

In the Plasma Systems division, the production facilities at

processing activities, was carried out in 2006 at the loca-

Feldkirchen – although at approximately 80% of maximum

tions Aßlar, Feldkirchen and Jena in Germany, and abroad

capacity (2005: 75%) better utilized on average than in the

at Corona and Marlton in the USA, in Frederikssund, Den-

previous year – are still not fully utilized and offer possibili-

mark and in Xi’an in China. The most recent location is that

ties for increasing production in the coming year.

of Siegen in Germany, because of PlaTeG GmbH.
Production capacity for industrial/medical/plasma systems
The vertical range of manufacture continued to be kept at

at the Corona site in the USA was utilized to about 60%

a low level in all divisions. An inhouse manufacturing of

(2005: 85%) over the year. The contract processing unit

parts is carried out only to a very limited degree. This re-

in Corona, and at our second US site in Marlton still have

sults in a relatively high cost of sales ﬁgure in percentage

considerable potential for increasing output.

terms, but offers the possibility of making short term and
ﬂexible adjustments to production capacity, as necessary,

At the Siegen location, the processing of the stock orders

to meet a possible change in demand.

of Plasma Technik Grün GmbH was the primary task after the takeover, as stipulated in the contract, billing being

In the Vacuum Systems division, systems were produced

based on costs charged out. Because of this, and due to

at the Aßlar and Jena sites, with production facilities work-

the existing new orders from PlaTeG GmbH, capacity here

ing to capacity at the sites throughout the year. Peaks in

was also well utilized.

demand were covered by buying in external assembly
capacity.

The available assembly areas of all divisions are sufﬁcient
for the planned expansion in the volume of business in

In the reporting year, the Vacuum Systems division carried

2007. Additional expansion is currently being planned for

out manufacture of crystal-growing systems at the Jena lo-

the location Aßlar. If required, the assembly capacity can

cation for the subsidiary Crystal Growing Systems GmbH.

be enlarged for additional orders by renting, and also by the

Due to the very favourable order situation in the Crys-

construction of new assembly areas, at short notice. In ad-

tal Growing Systems division, a third and a fourth factory

dition, the transfer of partial stages of the assembly or the

building are in construction in Jena, both to be completed

complete assembly of certain construction groups or also

in spring and respectively in summer 2007. This is already

complete types of systems is possible, if needed.

the second expansion, following on the opening of the second production hall in Jena in December 2005.

Since the fourth quarter of 2006, the expansion of the
workforce capacity required for carrying out orders on

The contract processing subdivision also achieved maxi-

hand and expected at short notice has been taking

mum operating capacity at both the Aßlar und Jena loca-

place. Extensive introductory and training programmes are

tions. A marked expansion in capacity is also planned for

being carried out to train the new employees.

this area in the coming ﬁnancial year.
At the Frederikssund site in Denmark, production is at full
capacity. In the past year, two ﬂoat-zone crystal-growing
systems were delivered. A further reduction in the vertical
structure of manufacture would result in an increase in the
volume of business handled.
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8. Research and development
The costs of research and development in the Group in the

The solidifed Si-ingots having a good crystaline structure

reporting year totalled €1.5 million (2005: €1.3 million). The

are sawn into slices (wafer-slices having a dimension of

activities of the individual divisions are outlined in the fol-

156x156x0.2mm) and externally analysed. The results of

lowing text:

this are used for the adaption and optimization of the
process for various input material qualities. The systems
concept, with allround heating, permits linear-adjust-

Vacuum Systems division

able solidifying speeds over the entire height of the ingot

In the Vacuum Systems division, R&D work is for the

and has an adjustable and very exact process manage-

most part conducted in the context of paid customer or-

ment for the respective demands. This is advantageous,

ders; these costs are therefore recorded under cost of

particularly in view of the strongly varying input material

sales, and not separately disclosed. R&D services that

quality due to Si scarcity.

lead to innovations and to the optimization of products
are estimated at approximately 10% of our entire design
engineering output.

Crystal Growing Systems division
In the ﬁnancial year 2006, the Crystal Growing Systems di-

The Vacuum Systems division took a further step in the

vision spent €0.5 million (2005: €0.5 million) on R&D.

past year in consolidating its worldwide market leadership position. At the end of February, the factory tests

Crystal Growing Systems GmbH (CGS), which belongs to

of the world‘s biggest pressure sintering plant, having

the Crystal Growing Systems division, together with the

a useful capacity length of 3 metres, were successfully

Fraunhofer Institut in Erlangen, cultivated mono-crystalline

conducted and the ﬁrst systems delivered to customers.

sapphire crystals in a state-of-the-art EFG crystal-growing

The construction of this type of plant, in various sizes,

plant (Edge Deﬁned Film Fed Growth). Sapphire slabs with

belongs to the core competence of the Group. The pre-

dimensions of 6X40X300mm have already been produced

cise control and monitoring of the processing and the

there. This method of growing is particularly interesting be-

complex and exact setting of temperatures in several

cause of its substantial economies for the user. In contrast

temperature control zones require a high technological

to present methods of production, the drawn crystals no

competence. In particular, the know-how concerning

longer need to be expensively ﬁnished, and scrappage of

the precise control and stability of process management

materials is considerably reduced. In addition to the econ-

for an optimal product quality belongs to the strategic

omies resulting from this method for the industrial user,

position of success of the division. A level of productivity

crystals having various geometric forms can be grown e.g.

– never before attained worldwide – for pressure sinter-

slabs, pipes and rods.

ing systems was achieved by the renewed enlarging of
the useful capacity volume.

Together with SCHOTT Solar GmbH, a 12-cornered pipe,
made out of silicon foil and having a length of 6 metres was

050

As part of a further project, a system for vertical so-

successfully grown in a jointly developed “multi-generation”

lidiﬁcation of polycrystalline solar silicon (VGF - Vertical

crystal-growing plant. In this facility, 12-cornered pipes with

Gradient Freeze) was completed in the ﬁrst quarter of

an edge length of 125 mm or 9-cornered pipes with an

2006. This step followed the phase of the optimization of

edge length of 156 mm can be drawn. These pipes, with

the process of solidiﬁcation of the material. Silicon (Si),

a wall-thickness of approximately only 0.3mm and up to 7

provided by potential customers, was processed use.

metres long, are processed afterwards to suitable silicon

wafers for the PV solar-electricity industry. In this way, a

other tried and trusted methods. Chips and leadframes can

considerable advantage is created for the production of sili-

now be highly effectively and carefully cleaned in a micro-

con foil by the EFG process: silicon pipes do not have to

wave plasma, i.e. ﬂuorine residues are removed from wafer

be sawn, as with silicon ingots in other processes, which

pads, thinnest oxide coatings are worked off from silver-

results in 50% materials losses, but solely separated at the

steamed bond ﬁngers.

edges with the help of a laser.
Developments are also taking place relating to systems for
the production of extremely thin 200mm and 300mm waPlasma Systems division

fers. In this area, the fully automatic system Asyntis 2.2 is

The expenditure on R&D in the Plasma Systems division

under construction. In addition, the second generation of

amounted to €1 million, and was thus above the level of the

the fully automatic systems/plant PS80 plus is being de-

previous year (2005: €0.6 million). Research and develop-

veloped, which will applied for cleaning and activating in

ment is concentrated on the development of new products,

the chip packaging ﬁeld and can be regarded as the future

on current customer projects, and on the upkeep of exist-

ﬂagship of our backend area. The market launch of both

ing products.

new systems is planned for the ﬁnancial year 2007.

In the Plasma Systems division, the market launch of the

In 2006, a new application concerning the manufacture of

newly developed and produced plasma system PS 4008,

DVDs in the new formats HD and blue-ray was evolved by

a system for removing thick photo resist in the MEMS

our subsidiary PVA TePla America. New processing tech-

industry (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems= micro-sen-

nologies are necessary for the production of these for-

sors) is in progress. The system is constructed modularly.

mats, which in future will supersede the previous genera-

In this way, uses in other markets, as, for example, in display

tion of DVDs, to achieve a higher recording density on the

technology (OLED/PLED), can be found and applied. The

DVD and an improved stability in the production process.

system makes use of the well-proved microwave plasma

Using the new system, a new plasma procedure can be ap-

technology for the purpose of plasma production. The ﬁrst

plied to remove photo-sensitive resist and polymers on the

system has been in operation, since the middle of October,

so-called masters, which replaces previous water chemical

with a large customer in the Swiss watch industry.

methods, is more precise and thus results in smaller
structures.

Further progress was made in the past ﬁnancial year with
the plasma system 400 H2, delivered to Taiwan, which represents an entry into hydrogen technology i.e. plasma processes can be operated in future with pure hydrogen (H2),
without incurring a security risk. Pure hydrogen processes
are of the greatest importance for all semiconductor markets e.g. for the removal of photosensitive resist on chrome
layers (photo-masks). The application of H2 plasmas is
absolutely essential for chip packaging so as to improve
the wire bonding of all silver-bearing and oxide-coated
surfaces. A decisive market advantage for PVA TePla is that
the newly available H2 technology can be combined with
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9. Investment
Investment in 2006 amounted to €2.5 million and was thus

occupation in spring and respectively in summer of 2007.

less than in the previous year (2005: €3.0 million), but was

This investment should enable assembly capacity to be

still more than the average of preceding years. The amount

increased, so as to be equipped to handle the high volume

invested was split between property, plant and equipment

of orders on hand, as well as the additional orders expected

in the amount of €2.3 million (2005: €2.8 million) and in-

by the Crystal Growing Systems division.

tangible assets in the amount of €0.2 million (2005, €0.1
million). No ﬁnancial investments were made, as in the previous year.

Investment by PVA TePla AG amounted to €1.6 million in
2006 (2005: €0.7 million). This ﬁgure is divided between
investment in property, plant and equipment of €0.2 million,

The main factor behind the investment in property, plant

intangible assets of €1.1 million and non-currents invest-

and equipment is the takeover of the business of Plasma

ments of €0.3 million. The largest single amount related to a

Technik Grün GmbH by PlaTeG GmbH, and particularly

one-off payment in the amount of €1.0 million for a licence

plasma systems in the contract processing unit, as well as

that the Crystal Growing Systems division acquired, par-

the takeover of the business of the former Asyntis GmbH

ticularly for the processing of a large order from Siltronic

by Plasma Systems GmbH. In addition, the ﬁrst instalment

Samsung from the subsidiary Crystal Growing Systems

of €0.6 million was paid for the construction of further fac-

GmbH.

tory buildings at the Jena location, that will be ready for

10. Net assets and ﬁnancial position
PVA TePla Group
The balance sheet total as at December 31, 2006 was

in 2005 under inventories) decreased to €5.1 million from

€60.0 million, a considerable increase over the previous

€7.1 million in 2005, because of a higher ﬁgure for advance

year’s ﬁgure (€49.0 million).

payments received.

This rise is primarily due to an increased ﬁgure for current

The ﬁgure for non-current assets of €23.2 million, as at the

assets of €36.8 million, compared to last years ﬁgure (€25.0

balance sheet date, fell slightly from the previous year‘s

million). The rise is largely due to a substantial increase in

amount of €24.0 million. The increase in property, plant

cash and cash equivalents to €12.1 million euros, from €1.8

and equipment from €9.1 million to €10.1 million, caused by

million in the previous year. This was mostly attributable to

additional investment, is in contrast to a fall in deferred tax

advance payments received on new orders. Trade receiva-

assets to €5.7 million (2005: €6.5 million), resulting from

bles at €9.5 million (2005: €7.2 million) rose proportion-

the improved earnings situation. The ﬁgure for intangible

ally less than the volume of business. Other receivables

assets fell from €8.1 million in the previous year to €7.0 mil-

increased to €3.1 million from their previous years ﬁgure of

lion, principally due to the impairment test of the goodwill

€2.3 million. The value of inventories rose moderately from

of the Plasma Systems division, causing a write down of

€6.3 million in the previous year, to €6.8 million. The ﬁgure

€1 million.

for coming receivables on construction contracts (shown

052

The equity and liabilities side of the balance sheet shows

the favourable order situation. A partial amount of €18 mil-

an increase in current liabilities from €13.7 million in 2005 to

lion is available on a project-related basis. The short-term

€22.3 million in 2006. This is principally due to the very fa-

lines are wholly available without security being provided.

vourable situation concerning orders on hand, and the connected increase in advance payments received. Short-term

The liquidity situation of the PVA TePla Group improved

ﬁnancial liabilities fell to €0.7 million (2005: €1.4 million)

substantially in the ﬁnancial year 2006. The cash ﬂow from

and mainly contain the short-term portion of long-term

operating activities in 2006 was €13.6 million, compared to

loans. Reﬂecting the higher volume of business, other pro-

a negative ﬁgure of -€0.7 million in the previous year. This

visions rose from €3.8 million to €4.9 million, in particular

ﬁgure is subject to strong ﬂuctuations at the balance sheet

due to the provision for outstanding invoices.

dates in the divisions Vacuum Systems and Crystal Growing Systems, due to the project structure of the orders. We

Non-current liabilities (including non-current provisions)

receive considerable advance payments at the beginning

rose slightly, in aggregate, from the previous year‘s ﬁgure

of a project, which, in the case of large orders, as in 2006,

of €10.9 million to €11.3 million. This is mainly due to the

inﬂuence the entire cash ﬂow positively. During the period

increase in retirement pension provisions to €6.7 million

of the project the cash ﬂow is negative, whereas at the time

(2005: €6.1 million). The corresponding pension schemes

close to delivery the remaining amount due, except for a

have always been taken over from the previous companies

small residual instalment, is paid.

and contain only existing commitments. New pension commitments are no longer given.

Because of the investing activities referred to above, the

Shareholders’ equity increased, due to the net proﬁt for the

million (2005: -€2.9 million). An amount of €0.6 million of

year, to €24.7 million (2005: €22.7 million). Because of the

investment was ﬁnanced by long-term loans. The remain-

higher balance sheet total, the equity ratio of 41.1% is less

ing amount was covered by the current cash ﬂow. The cash

than the previous year‘s ﬁgure of 46.3%.

ﬂow from ﬁnancing activities showed a negative -€1.0 mil-

cash ﬂow from investing activities showed a negative -€2.3

lion (2005: +€1.8 million), being inﬂuenced additionally by
At the balance sheet date, cash and cash equivalents of

the scheduled repayments of long-term loans and a further

€12.1 million (2005: €1.8 million) exceed current ﬁnancial

reduction in current ﬁnancial liabilities. The aggregate cash

liabilities of €0.7 million (2005: €1.4 million) and non-cur-

ﬂow (including changes caused by exchange movements)

rent ﬁnancial liabilities of €3.1 million (2005: €3.2 million).

amounted to €10.3 million (2005 -€1.7 million).

The net liquid position of the Group has thus considerably
improved, from the previous year‘s ﬁgure of -€2.8 million to
a plus of €8.3 million. This asset, the present cash planning
– that has been brought up to date on a monthly basis – as
well as the agreed credit lines of the banks of €6.5 million
(2005: €6.5 million) and guarantee lines of €49.1 million
(2005: €20.6 million) provide PVA TePla, from the present
perspective, with sufﬁcient scope for ﬁnancing and executing
the planned expansion of the business. The guarantee lines
were considerably expanded in aggregate by our regular
banks in the past ﬁnancial year, against the background of
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PVA TePla AG
The balance sheet total at December 31, 2006 increased

The equity and liabilities side of the balance sheet shows a

markedly to €48.6 million, compared to the previous years

substantial rise in liabilities to €19.7 million (2005: €9.7 milli-

ﬁgure of €35.0 million.

on), primarily due to a strong increase in advance payments

The largest changes were in respect of an increase in cash

wings were reduced to zero from a ﬁgure of €0.7 million

and cash equivalents to €8.6 million (2005: €0.5 million)

in the previous year. Amounts owed to afﬁliates increased

due to advance payments received for new orders, and in

from €2.0 million in the previous year to €4.1 million. Trade

received to €13.4 million (2005: €5.2 million). Bank borro-

amounts owed by afﬁliates to €9.7 million (2005: €5.0 mil-

payables increased to €1.3 million (2005: €1.0 million), due

lion). The latter change is attributable mainly to advance

to the increased volume of business.

payments made in respect of systems construction on behalf of the Group company PVA Vakuum-Anlagenbau Jena

Retirement pension provisions rose to €4.2 million (2005:

GmbH.

€3.7 million). The corresponding pension schemes have
always been taken over from the previous companies and

Trade receivables increased as a result of a higher level of

contain only existing commitments. New pension commit-

invoicing at the year-end to €5.1 million (2005: €3.3 milli-

ments are no longer given.

on).
The increase in other provisions to €3.8 million (2005:
The ﬁgure for inventories was reduced from €11.5 million

€3.1 million) is a result of the expansion in the volume of

in the previous year to €10.8 million. Finished products

business. Added to this is a rise, particular to the balance

rose to €1.1 million (2005: €0.4 million), whereas work in

sheet date, in the provisions for outstanding invoices and

progress fell to €7.2 million (2005: €8.8 million).

costs.

The ﬁgure for non-current assets amounts to €14.1 million

Shareholders’ equity increased, principally due to the net

(2005: €14.5 million). The ﬁgure for intangible assets rose to

proﬁt earned in the year, to €20.3 million (2005: €18.3 milli-

€1.3 million (2005: €0.5 million). Property, plant and equip-

on). Because of the substantially higher balance sheet total,

ment fell to €1.3 million (2005: €1.4 million) due to normal

the equity ratio fell to 41.8% (2005: 52.4%).

depreciation. The amount for non-current investments declined to €11.4 million (2005: €12.6 million). This item in-

Cash and cash equivalents showed a substantial increase

cludes an increase from the takeover of new activities in

as at December 31, 2006 to €8.6 million (2005: €0.5 mil-

the Plasma Systems division, set against a write-down of

lion). The current liquidity situation, the present cash plan-

€1.5 million (2005: €0.0 million) of the carrying value of the

ning – that has been brought up to date on a monthly basis

investment in PVA TePla America Inc because of revised

– as well as the agreed credit lines of the banks amounting

earnings expectations.

to €6.5 million (2005: €6.5 million) and guarantee lines of
€49.1 million (2005: €20.6 million) provide PVA TePla AG
with sufﬁcient scope for ﬁnancing and executing the planned expansion of the business.
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11. Results of operations
PVA TePla Group
With an operating profit (EBIT) of €3.5 million (2005:

operative business were charges from the worsened

€1.4 million) and a consolidated net profit for the year

exchange rate relationship between euro and USD,

of €2.1 million (2005 €1.1 million), the financial year

start-up costs of new activities in Plasma Systems

2006 showed a further improvement in earnings. The

and PlaTeG, as well as additional costs arising from a

EBIT ratio, at 5%, was substantially above last years

customer order for a large plasma-ion-etching plant. It

figure of 2.7%, and within the forecast range of 4 - 6%.

also proved necessary, following an impairment test,

The return on sales was likewise improved, to 3% from

to write down €1 million in respect of the goodwill of

2.1% in the previous year.

the Plasma Systems division due to current assessments concerning the expected course of business

As a result of consolidated revenue rising to €70.4

of this area. We see the principal reason for the weak

million (2005: €51.4 million), gross profit improved to

business trends in a sales weakness, particularly in

€18 million (2005: €12.4 million). It was thus possible

the important USA market. Taken against a back-

to improve the gross profit ratio to 25.6% (2005:

ground of the existing products, which are well posi-

24.1%).

tioned in interesting markets, the improved strength
emanating from new products and applications and

Selling and distribution expenses and general admin-

the measures introduced to strengthen the sales func-

istrative expenses rose to €5.9 million (2005: €4.9 mil-

tion, it is to be assumed that this division will again

lion) and €5.0 million (2005: €4.5 million) respectively.

render a positive contribution to Group results in the

A part of this increase is attributable to the adjustment

ensuing years.

of the organizational structures to the strong growth

The profit from ordinary activities is substantially im-

in business. Similarly, research and development ex-

proved at €3.6 million (2005 €1.4 million).

penses rose slightly to €1.5 million (2005: €1.3 mil-

from the associate PVA MIMtech, amounting to €0.2

Income

lion). The net figure of other operating expenses and

million, was the same as in the previous year.

other operating income was a negative -€2.1 million
(2005: -€0.3 million). The write-down of the goodwill

The net profit for the year of €2.1 million was sub-

of the Plasma Systems division, commented on be-

stantially higher than the previous year’s €1.1 million.

low, affects this heading. In aggregate, the consoli-

Income tax expense of €1.5 million (2005: €0.3 mil-

dated operating profit was substantially increased to

lion) was made up of the current tax expense of €0.8

€3.5 million (2005: €1.4 million).

million (2005: €0.3 million) and deferred tax expense,
also of €0.8 million (2005: €0.3 million). The increase

The Crystal Growing Systems division rendered the

in the current tax expense is mainly attributable to

largest contribution to this success. In this area, the

provisions for the minimum taxation of PVA TePla AG

expected turnaround was achieved thanks to the very

and the subsidiary Crystal Growing Systems GmbH.

favourable order book, thereby recording a substan-

In addition, tax provisions had to be created for the

tial profit, instead of incurring a loss as in the previous

profitable branch PVA TePla Danmark and the sub-

year. The Vacuum Systems division, was able to main-

sidiary PVA Löt- und Werkstofftechnik GmbH. The

tain its very good results of the previous year, in spite

increase in deferred tax expense is attributable to a

of a slightly lower volume of business. The Plasma

reduction in deferred tax assets caused by, in aggre-

Systems division made a loss, contrary to the previ-

gate, the improved earnings situation diminishing the

ous year. The prime reason for the worsening of the

accumulated tax losses.
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PVA TePla AG
Through a further increase in sales revenues to €44.2

The ﬁrst-time distribution by the subsidiaries in Jena

million (2005: €41.4 million), gross proﬁt also improved to

of the previous year‘s proﬁts amounting to €1.8 million

€10.3 million (2005: €9.7 million). The gross proﬁt ratio

(2005: €0.0 million) had a positive inﬂuence on the net

was 23.3%, and thus similar to the ﬁgure of the previous

proﬁt for the year. Due to current assessments concern-

year (23.4%).

ing the expected course of business of the subsidiary
PVA TePla America Inc, a write-down of €1.5 million

The increase in selling and distribution expenses to €4.7

(2005: €0.0 million) of the corresponding carrying value

million (2005: €4.3 million) and the general administrative

of the investment became necessary.

expenses to €3.1 million (2005: €2.8 million) reﬂected
mainly the growth in the volume of business, but also

Because of a further improvement in the liquidity situa-

took into account the expansion of the Group structures

tion during 2006, the net interest ﬁgure improved to €0.3

in respect of additional growth. The centrally recorded

million (2005: €0.2 million).

costs of the Aktiengesellschaft were, as in the previous
year, charged to the operating divisions, and thereby

All in all, PVA TePla recorded slightly lower earnings ﬁg-

partially to the subsidiaries. R&D expenses increased

ures than in the previous year, with a proﬁt from ordinary

to €1 million (2005: €0.7 million). This is due mainly to

activities of €2.2 million (2005: €2.5 million) and a net

the further development of the products programme in

proﬁt for the year of €2.0 million (2005: €2.3 million). The

the Plasma Systems division. Other operating income,

return on sales, too, at 4.5%, was lower than the previ-

totalling €1.4 million, was approximately the same as the

ous year‘s ﬁgure of 5.5%. Income tax expense relates

previous year‘s ﬁgure (€1.5 million). Other operating ex-

mainly to setting up tax provisions concerning minimum

penses, on the other hand, at €1.2 million, were slightly

taxation under German ﬁscal law.

higher than the previous year‘s ﬁgure (€1.1 million).
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12. Growth in workforce
The Group employed 330 persons (2005: 275 persons)

26 persons (2005: 28) were employed, in China 15 (2005:

as at the balance sheet date. The number of employees

16), and in Denmark 6 (2005: 6) at the end of 2006.

in the Vacuum Systems division increased to 199 (2005:
170), due to the favourable business situation. An increase

In the ﬁnancial year 2006, PVA TePla continued the trai-

in the number of employees was also shown by the Crys-

ning of young people, thus making a contribution to the

tal Growing Systems division, which had 44 employees as

shouldering of responsibility within society. A total of 9 ap-

at December 31, 2006, compared to 39 employees a year

prentices (2005: 7), in both industrial as well as commercial

earlier. This increase, too, is also primarily due to the favou-

professions, were in training at the head ofﬁce in Aßlar at

rable business situation. In the Plasma Systems division,

the end of 2006.

the number of persons employed rose to 87 (2005: 66).
The rise in the workforce in this division is principally due to

PVA TePla AG employed a workforce of 188 persons at the

the integration of the two new companies Plasma Systems

end of 2006. The increase from the previous year‘s ﬁgure of

GmbH and PlaTeG GmbH.

174 employees is principally due to the favourable development in business. In Frederikssund (Denmark), 6 persons

Looked at regionally, by far the majority of persons, 283 in

continue to be employed.

total, (2005: 225) are employed in Germany. In the USA,
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13. Risk management

As a technology group with operations worldwide, the PVA

this regard. The PVA TePla Group also provides high-qual-

TePla Group considers itself exposed to many opportuni-

ity contract processing work, such as plasma treatment or

ties and risks that are inseparable from the business activi-

high-vacuum brazing and heat treatment of components,

ties carried on by all its divisions.

where experience shows that when customers show little
inclination to invest, demand for these services intensiﬁes.

The macroenvironment in which the Company operates is
characterized by global markets and the continuously in-

The semiconductor business in particular – a key sector for

creasing complexity of technological applications. The risks

the Group – is highly cyclical in nature, and for that reason

of any adverse developments within the Company and its

involves major opportunities as well as risks. Although the

environment are continuously monitored and evaluated by

chip industry in recent decades had average annual growth

the Company‘s management, and mitigated or offset wher-

rates that were well above those of most old-economy

ever indicated and feasible. The evaluation of risk factors

industries, this average comprised years of both strong

constitutes an integral part of corporate decision-making.

growth and recession. At the present time, considerable
opportunities for the PVA TePla Group are offered by the

The primary objective of efﬁcient and forward-looking risk

expanding of capacity for 300mm crystals. This risk situa-

management is to exploit any opportunities and manage

tion is further affected by the high level of investment and

any risks that may exist. This process requires the identiﬁ-

development necessary to safeguard market positions. The

cation and assessment of opportunities and risks. For this

effect of this risk has been reduced by diversifying into oth-

purpose, a risk management manual has been issued to

er markets, with new products that have meanwhile been

the divisions and employees, which contains procedural di-

developed. Special mention should be made here of the

rectives and lists of measures to be taken. This manual, and

new solar technology market.

a system of regular risk reporting, is continually being optimized. In this way, transparency regarding the opportuni-

The risk of losing orders due to a new, unexpected techno-

ties and risks in our business has been further enhanced.

logy appearing on the market (horizontal entry) is monitored
worldwide and assessed by continuous observation of new

The risks in the particular niche markets served by PVA

research and technology activities and published results

TePla relate especially to unexpected ﬂuctuations in invest-

speciﬁc to the various sectors, and by discussions with key

ment activity on the part of customers and speciﬁc indus-

customers and research institutes.

tries. This risk is reduced by diversifying our range of products and services across different sectors, such as chip

The high level of technical complexity in our products, as

production, photovoltaics, toolmaking and hard metal tech-

well as rapid technological advances, involve risks concern-

nology, production of high-quality metals and ceramics, au-

ing our research and development operations. Medium and

tomotive and aerospace industries, as well as the electri-

long-term success is crucially dependent on marketable

cal and electronic engineering sectors. Cyclical, common

products being developed within appropriate timeframes,

foreseeable ﬂuctuations in the market volume are primarily

which generate sufﬁcient and timely revenues, so that the

offset by increasing or decreasing outsourcing levels, al-

internal ﬁnancing of the Group is secured by cash ﬂow.

though unexpectedly high demand can give rise to the risk
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of production bottlenecks. The strategy of maintaining a

Liquidity and credit risks involved in ﬁnancing business

vertical structure of production allows rapid responses in

operations are reduced, in the case of major orders, by

means of customer/supplier ﬁnancing. In most cases, a

An increasing risk of price rises for bought-in goods

system of payment by instalments is contractually agreed

emanates from the high utilization of subcontractors and

upon, commencing with an advance payment of, on aver-

from, in some cases, considerably increased raw mate-

age, 30% on receipt of the order. In addition, collateral ar-

rials prices (e.g. for high-grade steel and copper). The

rangements are also agreed upon on a case-by-case basis

price increases arising from raw materials also affect our

(letters of credit) to protect against defaults on receivables,

competitors. As a result, we were in a position to pass these

and receivables are intensively monitored. On the other

on, for the most part, to our customers. Otherwise, we also

hand, the Group must itself make advance payments to a

counter this risk by the choosing of additional suppliers, as

few suppliers. In addition, the Group optimizes its external

mentioned above.

cash ﬂow requirements with moving cash ﬂow forecasts for
Group companies, and with short-term intra-Group loans.

The personnel capacity risk continues to relate primarily to

The Group has sufﬁcient credit lines for currently ﬁnancing

the recruitment and integration of skilled management and

operations, including the expansion of business, and sufﬁ-

technical personnel, if suitable personnel cannot be devel-

cient guarantee lines for providing advance payments guar-

oped within the Company itself, in order to replace manag-

antees to customers. In this area, special projects lines for

ers and skilled staff leaving the Company particularly for

large orders are additionally agreed with our regular banks,

reasons of age, and in order to cope with business growth

so that existing lines continue to be available for the devel-

and the introduction of new technologies. On the whole,

opment and expansion of normal business.

recruiting highly qualiﬁed personnel is proving difﬁcult at
present, due to their limited availability on the labour mar-

A large proportion of Group revenue, as well as revenue

kets in both Germany and abroad. Contacts are maintained

of PVA TePla AG, is generated in foreign markets. The bill-

and intensiﬁed with various training centres and universities

ing of projects is effected predominantly in Euros, even for

in order to ﬁnd suitable personnel. In recent years, however,

non-EU countries. Otherwise, in each individual case, the

there has been no signiﬁcant ﬂuctuation in the workforce.

hedging of currency risks is assured by means of forward
exchange contracts.

At the moment, personnel capacity is having to be considerably expanded, particularly in the manufacturing ar-

Nevertheless, there exists the risk of deteriorating exchange

eas, in order to process existing orders. In this case, we

rates, especially of that between the Euro and US dollar,

are moderately expanding our own capacities, including the

and consequently of potential deterioration in our competi-

use of temporary employment contracts, and in coopera-

tive edge as compared to competitors from this currency

tion with external suppliers, particularly in respect of skilled

zone, and/or ensuing downward pressure on prices. We

assembly activities. Up to now, the expansion in capacity

counter this risk by manufacturing locally in the USA, by

has been achieved as planned.

more intensive purchasing from this currency zone, and
with our involvement in China (founding the joint venture
Xi‘an HuaDe CGS Ltd).
Our subcontractors’ utilization has also considerably increased, due to the overall favourable economic situation.
The risk of delivery delays and non-delivery is countered by
the choosing and competence of additional suppliers, and
additional intensive cooperation with existing suppliers.
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The technical complexity of our products, and the stan-

The most recent tax audit of the former PVA Vakuum-

dards demanded by our customers give rise to quality-

Anlagenbau GmbH, Aßlar, performed by the ﬁscal authori-

related risks that can cause an increase in expenditure

ties, covered the assessment periods up to and including

relating to warranties. All enterprises in which PVA TePla

1999; the most recent, ﬁnalized tax audit of the former

holds a participating interest of more than 50% have qua-

TePla AG covered the assessment periods up to and in-

lity management systems that are certiﬁed in accordance

cluding 1995. A tax audit of the former TePla AG for the

with ISO 9001/2000. The maintaining of a quality system

assessment periods 1997 through 2000 was completed in

tailored to each speciﬁc company within the Group is sup-

2005. Based on this audit, the ﬁscal authorities have de-

ported and monitored by a central quality department. The

manded retrospective payment of input-VAT for emission

concluding of appropriate insurance policies to cover the

costs relating to the stock exchange ﬂotation of TePla AG in

various operational risks for all companies within the Group

1999, as well as corporation tax and trade tax, because it is

is also coordinated by a central department.

maintained that the previous loss carry-forwards have been
forfeited as a result of the ﬂotation. We have lodged an ap-

The risk of own machines breaking down is of subordinate

peal against these tax assessments. The ﬁscal authorities

importance, because relatively few machine tools are used

have not yet reached a decision concerning this appeal.

(production is focused mainly on assembly and commissio-

In particular, there now exist precedent cases concerning

ning activities) and there also exist enough suitable machi-

input VAT for emission costs, in which such appeals have

nes to access with immediate subcontractors. Preventive

been granted. We continue to be of the opinion, after rene-

maintenance of our own plasma facilities and vacuum-sol-

wed intensive discussions with our tax advisors, that the

dering plant, as well as a rapid response to machine failure,

back-tax demands are not justiﬁed. This view is covered

can be effected by the Company itself.

by current specialist literature and case law. We assume
that court action will be necessary to assert our interests

The risk of IT equipment failures and the threat posed by

in this matter, and have set up an appropriate provision to

software viruses are reduced by regular and appropriate

cover the expected costs of the proceedings. The executi-

backups, suitable protective measures against external in-

ve board continues to assess the risk of back tax payments

ﬂuences (e.g. up-to-date virus protection systems and ﬁre-

as minor.

walls) and by suitable access control systems.
There are no recognizable risks that might jeopardize the
The risk of suppliers defaulting is substantially reduced by

continued existence of the Company and the Group as a

targeted selection and grading of alternative suppliers, also

going concern.

in other countries. Care is taken to ensure that all major
suppliers operate a suitable quality management system
and have adequate third-party liability insurance cover.
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14. Mandatory information to be provided by companies quoted on the stock exchange
in accordance with Sections 289 and/or 315 HGB [German Commercial Code]
As at December 31, 2006, the issued share capital of PVA

As at December 31, 2006, the executive board has the au-

TePla AG consisted of 21,749,988 individual shares, having

thorization of the shareholders’ general meeting to issue

a nominal value of EUR 1.00 each.

new shares, as part of authorized capital, in the amount
of EUR 10,424,994 up to November 5, 2007. The ex-

There are no restrictions of voting rights or on the transfer-

ecutive board has no authority to buy back shares of the

ability of shares. Likewise, there are no shareholders with

Company.

special privileges, and no control of the voting rights of employees who are shareholders of the Company.

The Company knows of no agreements that are subject
to the terms of a change in control because of a takeover

According to information in the possession of the Compa-

bid. Similarly, there are no compensation agreements for

ny, PA Beteiligungsgesellschaft, Bettenberg, and Jenoptik

members of the executive board or for employees in such

AG, Jena, each held more than 10% of the voting rights as

a case.

at December 31, 2006, with holdings respectively of 27.4%
and 17.7%.

The aggregate remuneration of the members of the executive board amounted to €485 thousand in the ﬁnancial year
2006. The remuneration of the members of the executive

The appointment of members of the executive board of

board consists of a basic salary, other beneﬁts (principally

PVA TePla AG is made in accordance with Section 84 AktG

beneﬁts in-kind from the use of a company car and subsi-

[German Public Limited Companies Act] and according to

dies to health insurance contributions) and a performance-

Section 6, Articles 2 and 3, of the articles of incorporation of

based bonus. The bonus is calculated as a percentage of

PVA TePla AG. The articles regulate the following:

the net proﬁt for the year of the PVA TePla Group, with an
individually agreed upper limit. In addition, there exists a

Article 2 The appointment of members of the executive
board, the revocation of their appointment as well

pension commitment to Peter Abel in respect of his former
activities in the Company.

as the concluding, the amendment and the
termination of contracts of employment with
members of the executive board are effected by
the supervisory board. The same applies to the
appointment of a member of the executive board
as chairman or as spokesman of the executive
board.
Article 3 The appointment of a member of the executive
board ends in every case with the completion of
his/her 65th year
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15. Supplementary report
No signiﬁcant events have occurred since the end of the
ﬁnancial year.

16. Outlook
A slight weakening of the economy in the euro zone is as-

reﬂected in the systems business of PVA TePla. The serv-

sumed for the ﬁnancial year 2007. After economic growth

ice and contract processing areas of the Vacuum Systems

in the euro zone of 2.7% in 2006, a growth of only 2% is

division, too, will continue to grow due to the greater de-

assumed for the coming year, whereby, according to some

mand. To do justice to this growth, further investments will

economic-policy institutes, this should apply also to the

be made in this ﬁeld, and in the ﬁrst half-year of 2007 two

German economy. The global economy as a whole should

new high-temperature soldering and heat-treatment plants

show stable growth of approximately 4%; the emerging

will be put into operation.

economic powers China and India on the other hand, will
grow, as in previous years, considerably more than this ﬁg-

The most important markets, in future, for the Crystal

ure.

Growing Systems division will remain both photovoltaics
and the semiconductor industry. The conversion to 300mm

Capital investment in the plant and equipment industry will

technology for wafer production in the semiconductor in-

again develop very positively in 2007. The forecast for Ger-

dustry is not yet completed and will still take some years.

many, according to the VDMA, assumes stable growth of

In the opinion of many research institutes, the high growth

4.8%. The trends for 2007 in the other countries that are

rates in the photovoltaics industry will continue. Following

of importance for plant and equipment goods also looks

the announcement by almost all silicon producers, that

very promising. Production of hard metals will also remain

they will increase the production of silicon signiﬁcantly over

stable in the next few years at a high level. In this area,

the next few years, there will be a gradual relaxation in the

however, demand in China will increase. Hard-metal pro-

market, which has been marked within the last few years

duction, on a volume basis, will be restricted by the limited

by materials bottlenecks. Because of this, an additional de-

output of wolfram. In the near future, however, mines that

mand for crystal-growing systems in the future becomes a

were closed in past years, in particular in western countries,

distinct possibility. The high level of orders on hand as at

will be reopened so as to increase output and to keep the

December 31, 2006, in the amount of €78.8 million, just for

pricing situation for wolfram stable on world markets.

the Crystal Growing Systems division, will make it possible
to achieve excellent utilization. The Danish branch of PVA
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Regarding the Vacuum Systems division, the favourable

TePla, which produces ﬂoat-zone systems, also has ade-

incoming order situation at the end of 2006 deﬁnitely indi-

quate utilization, thanks to orders from Asia. The major cus-

cates that the positive forecasts of the institutes concerning

tomers of the Group have also announced further consider-

investment in plant and equipment are indeed already being

able investment in the crystal-growing systems area. This

proves that the strategy of having several industrially appli-

The executive board of PVA TePla expects Group revenue

cable methods for the production of crystals is a promising

from sales to be approximately €120 million for the year

route, and is accepted by the market. With the expected

2007, with an EBIT ratio of 5-7%.

realization of further photovoltaics projects worldwide because of the improved raw materials situation, the entry in

The orders on hand as at December 31, 2006, in the amount

the market with the newly developed silicon-ingot-casting

of €101 million, as well as the trend of incoming orders up

systems (VGF) and the silicon-pipe-drawing systems (EFG)

to the reporting date, support this forecast.

is anticipated also in this area in the ﬁnancial year 2007.
We also expect growth in revenue from sales and in the
A positive development for the coming ﬁnancial year is also

results for the ﬁnancial year 2008, compared with 2007, due

expected for the Plasma Systems division. For the semicon-

primarily to a background of a continuing strong demand

ductor industry, according to current forecasts, a worldwide

from the solar and semiconductor markets.

rate of increase of about 5% is expected, which is down
on 2006, but still represents a clear rate of increase. The
Plasma Systems division regards itself as well equipped
to gain additional market shares due to a reorientation of
the selling and distribution structure and a number of new
products, particularly for the growing market of extremely
thin wafers.

Aßlar, March 21, 2007
PVA TePla AG
Executive board

Peter Abel

Arnd Bohle

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Chief Financial Ofﬁcer
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

as at December 31, 2006 and 2005

Assets

Notes

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

7,018

8,052

6,634

7,584

384

468

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Intangible assets
•

Goodwill

•

Other intangible assets

Property, plant and equipment

(4)

10,073

9,079

Land, property rights and buildings,
including buildings on third party land

5,634

5,823

•

Plant and machinery

2,696

2,480

•

Other plant and equipment, ﬁxtures and ﬁttings

1,079

742

•

Advance payments and assets under construction

664

34

442

374

420

348

22

26

5,684

6,510

23,217

24,015

6,827

6,255

•

Non-current investments
•

Investments in associates

•

Other receivables

Deferred tax assets

(5)

(6)

(11)

Total non-current assets
CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories and construction contracts

(7)

•

Raw materials and operating supplies

3,452

3,729

•

Coming receivables

1,974

1,708

•

Finished products and goods

1,401

818

Coming receivables on construction contracts

(8)

5,052

7,141

Trade and other receivables

(9)

12,749

9,709

9,473

7,217

151

169

3,125

2,323

16

6

12,077

1,820

109

61

Total current assets

36,830

24,992

Total assets

60,047

49,007

•

Trade receivables

•

Amounts owed by associates

•

Other receivables

Tax repayments
Cash and cash equivalents
Prepaid and deferred expenses

The following notes are an integral part of the Group statements.
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(10)

Liabilities and shareholders´ equity

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

21,750

21,750

3,279

1,066

-351

-242

26

130

24,704

22,704

(13)

1,677

1,702

Non-current ﬁnancial liabilities

(14)

3,103

3,244

Other liabilities

(19)

12

13

Retirement pension provisions

(15)

6,667

6,108

Deferred tax liabilities

(22)

1,187

1,152

Other provisions

(16)

377

363

11,346

10,880

664

1,384

2,185

2,251

11,885

2,630

381

2,539

1,343

920

943

247

4,914

3,750

5

0

Total current liabilities

22,320

13,721

Total liabilities

60,047

49,007

SHAREHOLDERS‘ EQUITY

Notes

(12)

Share capital
Consolidated retained earnings
Accumulated other reserves
Minority interest
Total shareholders‘ equity
DEFERRED INVESTMENT GRANTS FROM PUBLIC FUNDS
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Total non-current liabilities
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Short-term ﬁnancial liabilities

(17)

Trade payables
Obligations on construction contracts

(18)

Advance payments received on orders
Other liabilities

(19)

Provisions for taxes
Other provisions
Deferred income

(16)

The following notes are an integral part of the Group statements.
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE PERIOD
for the years ended December 31, 2006 and 2005

Notes

01.01. 31.12.06

01.01. 31.12.05

EUR `000

EUR `000

70,404

51,444

-52,397

-39,020

GROSS PROFIT

18,007

12,424

Selling and distribution expenses

-5,892

-4,923

General administrative expenses

-5,020

-4,535

-1,545

-1,292

976

789

-3,026

-1,098

3,500

1,365

Interest income

101

31

Interest expense

-184

-137

200

179

117

73

3,617

1,438

-1,508

-316

2,109

1,122

2,213

1,333

-104

-211

2,109

1,122

0.10

0.06

0.10

0.06

Average number of shares in circulation (basic)

21,749,988

21,528,321

Average number of shares in circulation (diluted)

21,749,988

21,528,321

REVENUE

(20)

Cost of sales

Research and development expenses

(21)

Other operating income
Other operating expenses
- of which amortization on goodwill EUR 1,000 thousand (2005: EUR 0 thousand) -

OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT)

Share of proﬁts from associates

(6)

NET INTEREST AND SHARE OF PROFITS FROM ASSOCIATES
NET PROFIT BEFORE TAX
Income taxes

(22)

CONSOLIDATED NET PROFIT FOR THE YEAR
OF WHICH ATTRIBUTABLE TO:
Shareholders of PVA TePla AG
Minority interest
CONSOLIDATED NET PROFIT FOR THE YEAR
EARNINGS PER SHARE(BASIC/DILUTED)
Earnings per share (basic) in EUR
Earnings per share (diluted) in EUR
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(23)
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CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT
for the years ended December 31, 2006 and 2005

Consolidated net proﬁt for the year

01.01. 31.12.06

01.01. 31.12.05

EUR `000

EUR `000

2,109

1,122

1,508

316

Interest income

-101

-31

Interest expense

184

137

3,700

1,544

-60

-8

2,448

1,388

-200

-188

-5

-31

107

33

5,990

2,738

-1,871

-6,130

1,718

927

-25

606

7,778

1,174

13,590

-685

Adjustments to the consolidated net proﬁt for year for reconciliation
to the cash ﬂow from operating activities
Income tax expense

Operating proﬁt
-

Income tax payments

+

Amortization and depreciation

-

Share of proﬁts from associates

-/+ Gains/losses on disposals of
non-current assets
+/- Other non-cash expenses (income)

-/+ Increase/decrease in inventories, trade
receivables and other assets
+/- Increase/decrease in provisions
+/- Increase/decrease in deferred investment grants from public funds
+/- Increase/decrease in trade
payables and other liabilities
=

Cash ﬂow from operating activities

+

Receipts from associates

86

10

+

Proceeds from disposals of intangible assets
and property, plant and equipment

11

57

-2,486

-2,969

101

31

-2,288

-2,871

-
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Acquisition of intangible assets
and property, plant and equipment

+

Interest receipts

=

Cash ﬂow from investing activities

01.01. 31.12.06

01.01. 31.12.05

EUR `000

EUR `000

Amount carried forward
=

Cash ﬂow from investing activities

-2,288

-2,871

+

Proceeds from taking up loans

600

2,109

-

Payments for the redemption of loans

-714

-330

+/- Change in short-term bank borrowings

-747

194

-

Payments of interest

-184

-137

=

Cash ﬂow from ﬁnancing activities

-1,045

1,836

Net change in cash and cash equivalents

10,257

-1,720

0

84

1,820

3,456

12,077

1,820

+/- Effect of exchange rate ﬂuctuations on cash and cash equivalents
+

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginnning of the year

=

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
for the years ended December 31, 2006 and 2005

Shares issued
Number

AS AT
JANUARY 01, 2005
Capital increase

EUR `000

share
premium

Retained
earnings

Accumulated
other
reserves

EUR `000

EUR `000

21,449.988

21,450

0

300.000

300

921

36

Total
shareholders´
equity

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

-504

20.982

-921

Net proﬁt for the year

21,323
1.221

262

262

-303

-1.224

-1,224

1,333

1.333

-211

1,122

262

Acquisition minorities

341

1.221

Foreign currency
differences

AS AT
DECEMBER 31, 2005 21,749.988

21,750

0

1,066

-242

22,574

130

22,704

AS AT
JANUARY 01, 2006

21,750

0

1,066

-242

22,574

130

22,704

-109

-109

21,749.988

Foreign currency
differences
Net proﬁt for the year
AS AT
DECEMBER 31, 2006 21,749.988
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Total

Minority
interest

2,213

21,750

0

3,279

-351

-109

2,213

-104

2,109

24,678

26

24,704

NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
as at December 31, 2006

A. General information and bases of presentation
1. General information
Domicile and legal form of the company
PVA TePla AG is a public limited company under German

PVA TePla‘s markets are characterised by a limited number

law. The company is registered in the commercial register

of suppliers, their global dimensions and technologically

at the Wetzlar Court Ofﬁce under number HRB4827. The

advanced market niches.

registered ofﬁce of the company is at Emmeliusstrasse 33,
35614 Asslar, Germany.

With locations in Germany, USA, Denmark and China, PVA
TePla maintains business relationships worldwide.

Business activities
PVA TePla AG and its subsidiaries (‚PVA TePla‘ or the

The ﬁnancial year of PVA TePla AG and its subsidiaries is

‚Group‘) operate worldwide as suppliers of systems for

the calendar year.

the production, reﬁnement and processing of high-quality
materials, such as metals, semiconductors, ceramics and

The Group structures its business activities, and with it, its

glass, and for controlled surface treatment of such materi-

reporting, into three divisions: Vacuum Systems, Crystal

als and the widest range of plastic surfaces. Such produc-

Growing Systems and Plasma Systems.

tion and treatment processes require stable, reproducible
conditions. They therefore mostly take place under vacuum
conditions or inert gas atmospheres, at high temperatures

General principles and accounting standards

and/or with the support of low-pressure plasma.

From the 2005 ﬁnancial year onwards, PVA TePla is obliged
as a publicly quoted parent company domiciled in an EU

PVA TePla is a supplier of vacuum systems that produce

member state to prepare and publish its consolidated ﬁ-

and treat high-tech materials and surfaces in a vacuum at

nancial statements in accordance with International Finan-

high temperatures and in plasma. The market for these sys-

cial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and Section 315a HGB

tems is always associated worldwide with the latest devel-

[German Commercial Code]. The consolidated ﬁnancial

opments in materials and surface treatment technologies,

statements of PVA TePla for the ﬁnancial year from January

such as, for example, 300 mm silicon (Si) wafer technol-

1 to December 31, 2006 have therefore been prepared in

ogy for semiconductors, mono- or multi-crystal Si wafers

accordance with IFRS, as issued by the International Ac-

for photovoltaics, structural materials for space telescopes,

counting Standards Board (IASB) and in force at the bal-

production technologies for metal powder, for instance for

ance sheet date, and with the binding interpretations of the

hard metals, and production technologies for ﬂat-panel

International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee

screens. This market will exist as long as high-tech materi-

(IFRIC). In addition, the notes to ﬁnancial statements con-

als are produced and reﬁned. Through companies newly

tain certain disclosures to meet the requirements of Sec-

joining the group in 2006, Plasma Systems GmbH and

tion 315a para. 1 HGB. In accordance with Section 315a in

PlaTeG GmbH, the existing product portfolio of PVA TeP-

conjunction with Section 315 HGB, the consolidated ﬁnan-

la has been supplemented by new products in the ﬁelds

cial statements under IFRS have been supplemented by a

of creating ultra-thin wafers and plasma nitriding using

Group management report

PulsPlasma -synthesis and of plasma coating.
®

The income statement has been prepared in accordance
Moreover, the company provides innovative components

with the turnover or cost of sales method of presentation.

and solutions for the cleansing of fresh water, wastewater

The consolidated ﬁnancial statements convey a true and

and surfaces through UVC radiation.

fair view of the net assets, ﬁnancial position and result of
operations of PVA TePla.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
as at December 31, 2006

New statements issued by the IASB
Standard/Interpretation

IFRS 6

Adopted by the
EU-Commission*

Relevance

Exploration for and
Evaluation of Mineral Assets

01.01.2006

yes

none

The Effects of Changes in Foreign
Exchange Rates – net investments
in a foreign operation

01.01.2006

yes

none

Financial Instruments: Recognition
and Measurement and IFRS 4 Insurance
Contracts - Financial Guarantees

01.01.2006

yes

none

Financial Instruments: Recognition
and Measurement: Cash ﬂow
Hedge Accounting and Fair Value Option

01.01.2006

yes

none

Determining Whether an Arrangement
Contains a Lease

01.01.2006

yes

none that
are material

Rights to Interests Arising from
Decommissioning, Restoration and
Environmental Rehabilitation Funds

01.01.2006

yes

none

Liabilities Arising from Participating
in a Speciﬁc Market - Waste Electrical
and Electronic Equipment

01.12.2005

yes

none

IFRS 7

Financial Instruments: Disclosures

01.01.2007

yes

Disclosures in
the Notes

IFRS 8

Operating Segments

01.01.2009

no

Segmental
reporting

IAS 1

Presentation of Financial Statements Disclosures on capital

01.01.2007

yes

Disclosures in
the Notes

Applying the Restatement Approach
under IAS 29 Financial Reporting in
Hyperinﬂationary Economies

01.03.2006

yes

none

IFRIC 8

Scope of IFRS 2

01.05.2006

yes

none

IFRIC 9

Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives

01.06.2006

yes

none that
are material

IFRIC 10

Interim Financial Reporting
and Impairment

01.11.2006

no

no material
issues
foreseeable

IFRS 2: Group and
Treasury Share Transactions

01.03.2007

no

none

Service Concession Arrangements

01.01.2008

no

none

IAS 21

IAS 39

IAS 39

IFRIC 4
FRIC 5

IFRIC 6

IFRIC 7

IFRIC 11
IFRIC 12

*as at December 31, 2006
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Applicable
from

The IASB has issued the following standards, interpreta-

IFRS 8: Operating Segments

tions and revisions to existing standards of possible rele-

In November 2006 the IASB issued IFRS 8: Operating Seg-

vance to the PVA TePla Group; however, their application

ments which replaces IAS 14: Segment Reporting. IFRS 8

is not yet mandatory, and they will not be applied by PVA

stipulates the reporting by companies of existing segmental

TePla in advance:

information in annual and interim ﬁnancial statements. Operating segments are determined under IFRS 8 by means of

IFRIC 4: Determining Whether an Arrangement
Contains a Lease

ﬁnancial information made available to and evaluated by the
chief operating decision-maker, with this information serv-

In December 2004 the IASB published the IFRIC 4 inter-

ing as a basis for decision making in terms of resource al-

pretation: Determining Whether an Arrangement Contains

location and proﬁt control. A reported segment may consist

a Lease. The subject of this interpretation is the question

of one or more operating segments. In order for a reported

how to determine whether an arrangement constitutes or

segment to consist of more than one operating segment,

contains a lease, and when there needs to be a reassess-

certain criteria in the standard have to be met.

ment on this. Additionally, it sets out how lease payments
can be distinguished from payments for other services that

IFRS 8 has to be applied for ﬁnancial years beginning on or

are governed by the same arrangement. The effects of the

after January 1, 2009.

interpretation on the ﬁnancial statements have been examined. There are no embedded leases.

On its ﬁrst adoption by the Group, the standard will lead to
further disclosures in the Notes. As the structure of seg-

IFRS 7: Financial Instruments: Disclosures

mental reporting is now already by and large covered by the

In August 2005 the IASB published IFRS 7: Financial Instru-

structure of internal ﬁnancial reporting, no major changes

ments: Disclosures. This standard summarises the disclo-

are expected as a result of the new standard.

sures on ﬁnancial instruments that were hitherto governed
by IAS 30: Disclosures in the Financial Statements of Banks
and Similar Financial Institutions and IAS 32: Financial Instruments: Disclosure and Presentation. Individual disclo-

IAS 1: Presentation of Financial Statements
- Disclosures on Capital

sure requirements have either been changed or added to

In August 2005, in connection with the publication of

as a result. IFRS 7 is mandatory for ﬁnancial years begin-

IFRS 7: Financial Instruments: Disclosures, the IASB

ning on or after January 1, 2007. An earlier adoption is re-

announced a revision to IAS 1: Presentation of Financial

commended.

Statements - disclosures on capital. Under this, information
has to be published in the ﬁnancial statements that ena-

The standard, which is applicable by all companies, will

bles users to evaluate the aims, methods and processes of

lead to an expansion in the disclosures on ﬁnancial instru-

capital management.

ments when it is adopted for the ﬁrst time in the 2007
ﬁnancial year.

The revision to IAS 1 is to be applied for ﬁnancial years beginning on or after January 1, 2007. An earlier adoption is
recommended. The ﬁrst adoption of IAS 1 will give rise to
further disclosures in the Notes for the 2007 ﬁnancial year.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
as at December 31, 2006

IFRIC 9: Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives
In March 2006 the IFRIC issued IFRIC 9: Reassessment of

The International Financial Reporting Interpretations Com-

Embedded Derivatives. According to this interpretation, an

mittee (IFRIC) published in July 2006 the interpretation,

embedded derivative has to be examined with regard to its

IFRIC 10: Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment.

separation from the underlying contract and its account-

IFRIC 10 deals with the contradictory rules of IAS 34: In-

ing for as an autonomous derivative, if the company be-

terim Financial Reporting compared to the rules for the rec-

comes a party to the contract. Subsequent reassessments

ognition of impairment in relation to goodwill (IAS 36) and

are forbidden, unless there are material changes either to

those for speciﬁc ﬁnancial assets (IAS 39). IFRIC 10 states

the contractual conditions in the underlying contract or to

that impairments which have been recognised in interim ﬁ-

the embedded derivative. In the Group forward exchange

nancial statements and for which in accordance with IAS

contracts are arranged, also termed solo or outright trans-

36 and IAS 39 reversal of impairment charges are forbid-

actions. These forward exchange contracts serve to hedge

den, may not be reversed in subsequent interim, annual or

payments of receivables in foreign currency and to pass

consolidated ﬁnancial statements. IFRIC 10 has to be ap-

on the exchange risk to the other contracting party (often

plied for ﬁnancial years beginning on or after November 1,

a bank). Above all, however, they provide a ﬁxed basis for

2006. The Group will implement the IFRIC 10 interpretation

calculations.

as from January 1, 2007.

This interpretation is to be applied for ﬁnancial years beginning on or after June 1, 2006. No signiﬁcant effects on the
consolidated ﬁnancial statements are expected from the
application of IFRIC 9.
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IFRIC 10: Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment

Reporting currency and currency translation

Estimates and assumptions

The consolidated ﬁnancial statements are drawn up in euro

Preparation of the consolidated ﬁnancial statements re-

(EUR). Currency translation is performed in accordance

quires estimates and assumptions to be made by manage-

with the concept of functional currency under IAS 21 (The

ment. These inﬂuence the presentation of assets and liabili-

Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates) which fo-

ties, the disclosure of contingent liabilities at the balance

cuses on the principal economic environment. The transla-

sheet date, and the presentation of income and expendi-

tion of assets and liabilities as well as contingent liabilities

ture for the year under review.

and sundry ﬁnancial obligations is carried out in all cases
at rates ruling on the balance sheet date (middle rate). On

This especially affects allowances for bad debts, the degree

the other hand, items in the income statement are trans-

of completion of customer-speciﬁc production orders, the

lated using average exchange rates in the ﬁnancial year;

amount and likelihood of utilisation of other provisions, the

shareholders’ equity is translated at historical rates. Trans-

measurement of goodwill and the recognition of deferred

lation differences arising from exchange rate ﬂuctuations

tax assets on loss carry-forwards. Management bases its

between different ﬁnancial years are shown under accumu-

judgement of these assumptions and estimates on past

lated other reserves within shareholders‘ equity. Translation

experience, estimates from experts (lawyers, rating agen-

in subsequent periods is carried out in accordance with

cies, associations) and the results of carefully weighing up

IAS 21.23.

different scenarios. Changes in these outline premises that
deviate from assumptions and are beyond the control of

Cumulative exchange differences from the translation of

management can result in actual amounts deviating from

subsidiaries were not set to zero on the transition date

estimates as originally forecast. If the original basis for es-

(January 1, 2004), but shown as a separate item in consoli-

timation changes, accounting for the balance sheet items

dated shareholders‘ equity.

concerned will impact on the income statement.

The main exchange rates used in the consolidated ﬁnancial

Roundings

statements for countries outside the eurozone are as fol-

The tables and ﬁgures used in these Notes are based on

lows:

precisely calculated amounts that are subsequently rounded to the nearest thousand EUR. Therefore, rounding differ-

CLOSING RATE ON DEC 31 (EUR = 1):

ences within tables cannot always be avoided.

2006

2005

USA (USD)

1.32027

1.18426

China (CNY)

10.32098

9.56250

AVERAGE RATE DURING YEAR (EUR = 1):
2006

2005

USA (USD)

1.25466

1.24296

China (CNY)

9.99400

10.21971

As all consolidated subsidiaries are domiciled in countries
with no hyperinﬂation at present, IAS 29 is not applicable.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
as at December 31, 2006

2. Consolidation
Companies included in the consolidation
These consolidated ﬁnancial statements of PVA TePla com-

All subsidiaries in which PVA TePla has a majority of share-

prise fully consolidated subsidiaries together with an asso-

holders’ voting rights (control) are fully consolidated.

ciate included at equity.
The following companies have been included in the consolidated ﬁnancial statements as at December 31, 2006 on
a fully consolidated basis:

Name

Registered ofﬁce

PVA TePla AG (parent company)

Aßlar, Germany

PVA TePla America Inc.

Corona/CA, USA

100 %

UV Systec Gesellschaft für UV-Strahler und Systemtechnik mbH

Jena, Germany

100 %

PVA Vakuum-Anlagenbau Jena GmbH

Jena, Germany

100 %

Crystal Growing Systems GmbH

Aßlar, Germany

100 %

Xi‘an HuaDe CGS Ltd.

Xi‘an, VR China

51 %

PVA Löt- und Werkstofftechnik GmbH

Jena, Germany

100 %

PVA Control GmbH

Aßlar, Germany

100 %

Feldkirchen, Germany

100 %

Siegen, Germany

100 %

Plasma Systems GmbH
PlaTeG GmbH
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Shareholding

The following companies have not been included in the

applied for on April 25, 2003 and October 1, 2004 respec-

consolidated ﬁnancial statements: Vakuum-Anlagenbau

tively, with the result that management control is no longer

Service GmbH, Hanau (participating interest 100 per cent)

exercised by PVA TePla. The carrying value of the interests

and TePla France S.A.S, Saint Quentin en Yvelines, France

in these two companies was fully written off in prior years.

(participating interest 90 per cent). Insolvency proceedings

In respect of TePla France S.A.S, insolvency proceedings

against the assets of both these companies were opened or

were completed in 2006 and the company liquidated.

Associated enterprises
Companies over which the Group has signiﬁcant inﬂuence

The differences included in the carrying values of the in-

through its involvement in ﬁnancial and business policies,

vestments in associates are offset under the same prin-

but over which it cannot exercise control are shown as as-

ciples, with an adjustment being made where necessary

sociates. Signiﬁcant inﬂuence is essentially presumed when

to comply with the accounting and valuation principles in

the Group directly or indirectly holds 20 per cent or more

force in the Group. Aggregation is effected under the equity

of the voting rights. The consolidated ﬁnancial statements

method in line with IAS 28 (Investments in Associates).

also include PVA MIMtech LLC, Cedar Grove/NJ, USA, an
associate in which PVA TePla AG has a participating inter-

Intra-Group proﬁts and losses, sales revenues, expenditure

est of 50 per cent. Shareholders‘ equity of PVA MIMtech

and income, as well as receivables and payables between

LLC as at December 31, 2006 stood at USD 935 thousand

consolidated companies are eliminated. If a Group compa-

(EUR 708 thousand); net proﬁt for the year 2006 amounted

ny enters into transactions with an associate, the resultant

to USD 502 thousand (EUR 400 thousand).

proﬁt or loss is eliminated in proportion to the share in the
associate held by the Group.

Consolidation principles
The ﬁnancial statements of the companies included in the

Acquisitions in the ﬁnancial year

consolidated ﬁnancial statements have been prepared in

As part of a rationalisation of the corporate structure,

accordance with IAS 27 (Consolidated and Separate Finan-

PVA TePla AG took over Crystal Growing Systems GmbH‘s

cial Statements), based on uniform accounting and valua-

own shares on January 1, 2006, and now holds 100 per

tion principles.

cent of the company‘s share capital.

Consolidation of investments in subsidiaries is carried out

On April 4, 2006, under an asset deal, property, plant and

in accordance with IFRS 3 (Business Combinations), under

equipment and inventories, among other things, of Asyn-

which the costs of acquisition of the participating interests

tis GmbH, Putzbrunn (in insolvency) was taken over by the

have been set off against the fair values of the assets and

newly founded Plasma Systems GmbH, Feldkirchen (up to

liabilities acquired. Any excess of cost over fair value is rec-

June 28, 2006 of Asslar).

ognised as goodwill, and subjected to an impairment review at least annually. If there is an excess of fair value over

On August 26, 2006, a purchase and transfer agreement

cost, this is credited to income after the fair values of the

was signed whereby, under another asset deal, the busi-

assets and liabilities acquired have been reviewed. If less

ness of Plasma Technik Grün GmbH, Siegen was acquired

than 100 per cent of the shares are acquired, the historical

by the newly founded PlaTeG GmbH, Siegen.

cost of the participating interest is offset against the proportionate fair values of the assets and liabilities acquired.

The ﬁxed part of the purchase price for both transactions

Minority interest is recognised in shareholders‘ equity at the

amounted to EUR 1,124 thousand. Of this amount, EUR 856

amount of the remaining fair values, including proﬁts and

thousand was allocated to property, plant and equipment,

losses due to them.

EUR 298 thousand to raw materials, consumables and
supplies, EUR 20 thousand to intangible assets, and EUR

If the percentage shareholding of the parent company

50 thousand deducted for warranty obligations assumed.

changes after acquiring control (acquisition in stages), any

In addition, there was a supplementary purchase price ad-

difference is recognised in equity without effect on net in-

justment that has led to the creation of positive goodwill of

come.

EUR 50 thousand.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
as at December 31, 2006

3. Accounting and
valuation principles
Intangible assets

Property, plant and equipment

Intangible assets consist mainly of goodwill arising in con-

Property, plant and equipment is accounted for at acqui-

nection with company acquisitions, representing the ex-

sition or manufacturing cost less cumulative depreciation.

cess of the purchase price over the fair value of the net

Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis or by us-

assets acquired.

ing the geometrical reducing-balance method over the asset‘s expected useful life; with tenants’ ﬁxtures or leasehold

The treatment of company mergers before the transition

improvements this is over the length of the lease, if shorter.

point was retained by invoking the exempting option under

Both in the year under review and in prior years, investment

IFRS 1. In accordance with IFRS 1, goodwill was transferred

subsidies and tax-free investment grants received are not

to the opening balance sheet on ﬁrst-time adoption of IFRS

deducted from the acquisition or manufacturing cost of the

at the carrying values in the previous accounting period,

assets beneﬁting, but are deferred under a separate bal-

provided the recognition criteria for intangible assets and

ance sheet heading: deferred investment grants from public

contingent liabilities were met. Goodwill is not subject to

funds, and recognised as income in the periods matching

routine amortization, but tested for impairment at least once

the corresponding expenditure. Interest on external bor-

a year, or whenever there are indications of that condition,

rowing is not included in acquisition or manufacturing cost.

and, if necessary, written down to its fair value, if lower.

Expenditure on maintenance and repairs are expensed in
the period in which they are incurred. Acquisition or manu-

Other intangible assets with limited lives are stated at cost,

facturing costs, together with the related cumulative de-

reduced by normal straight-line amortization from the date

preciation, are derecognised when assets are scrapped or

of their ﬁrst being ready for use in the business. Useful lives

disposed of, and any book gains or losses are recognised

are based on three to eight years (for software between

in the income statement under other operating income or

three and ﬁve years). Normal depreciation on intangible

other operating expense.

assets is allocated to the functional areas utilising the
assets concerned. Useful lives are reviewed annually, and,

Depreciation is principally based on the following useful

if necessary, adjusted to meet future expectations.

lives:

Years

Buildings

25 - 30

Plant and machinery

3 - 20

Other plant and equipment,
ﬁxtures and ﬁttings

2 - 14

Assets are depreciated in the year of acquisition on a
time-apportioned basis.
Normal depreciation on property, plant and equipment
is allocated to the functional areas utilising the assets
concerned.
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Special write-downs and allowances against intangible
assets and property, plant and equipment
In cases where the value of items of intangible assets or

If the reasons for a special write-down no longer exist,

property, plant and equipment, as calculated under the

previous write-downs are reversed. Reversing an impair-

above principles, is greater than the value attributed to

ment loss is limited to the carrying value that would have

them at the balance sheet date, such assets are subject

obtained had there been no write-downs in the past. In-

to special write-downs or allowances. The fair value to be

come from such write-ups is shown under other operating

applied is calculated on the basis of the higher of net pro-

income. Writing up goodwill in this way is not permitted.

ceeds of sale and the present value of the estimated future
cash ﬂow from use of the asset. Special depreciation and
amortization and allowances are recognised as other oper-

Leasing

ating expense.

Under IAS 17.4 (Leases), all agreements whereby the right
to use an asset is transferred for payment are deemed to be

In accordance with IFRS 3 (Business Combinations), the

leases. Rental agreements are therefore also treated here

carrying value of goodwill is reviewed at least annually as

as leasing.

part of a so-called impairment test.
PVA TePla is the lessee of property, plant and equipment.
Goodwill is allocated to cash generating units in accord-

In the ﬁnancial year 2006, as in the previous year, all leases

ance with IAS 36 (Impairment of assets). A cash generating

of PVA TePla have been treated as operating leases, with

unit corresponds generally to a company or a business ﬁeld

the result that lease instalments have been expensed as

(reporting level below the reporting segments). Because of

incurred.

the fact that goodwill is monitored at segmental level, it is
allocated under IAS 36.80f to the respective segments as
groups of cash generating units. The recoverable amount
of a group of cash generating unit is calculated as its value
in use using the discounted cash ﬂow method. Under this
method, cash ﬂow is discounted on the basis of the medium-term business plan with a planning horizon of three
years as adopted, and an extrapolation of this plan in line
with forecast market trends. No long-term growth rates feature in this process. The discount rate is 10.8 per cent and
is based on the return on loan capital plus a reasonable
risk premium. By comparing the carrying values of the cash
generating units with the recoverable amounts, any necessary write-downs are identiﬁed.
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Inventories

Cash and cash equivalents

Inventories are recognised at the lower of cost, using the

Cash and cash equivalents comprise all freely available liq-

average cost method, or net realisable value. In accord-

uid funds, such as cash in hand and at bank.

ance with IAS 2 (Inventories), manufacturing cost includes
not only directly attributable costs, but also production and
material overheads and depreciation. In this, ﬁxed over-

Derivative ﬁnancial instruments

heads are taken into account on the basis of normal capac-

In some cases sales are concluded in foreign currency.

ity utilisation of the production facilities. Costs of unused

As a rule, forward exchange contracts are entered into to

production capacity (costs of idle plant) are included in the

hedge exchange rate risks in these cases.

income statement under cost of sales. Allowances against
inventory are made where cost exceeds expected net re-

These cases are handled in such a way that the underlying

alisable value.

transaction is split into a supply contract denominated in
euro and an embedded derivative instrument. Derivatives
are recognised on concluding the contract and at the bal-

Coming receivables on construction contracts

ance sheet date at fair value in each case in accordance

As part of the partial recognition of revenue on long-

with IAS 39 (Financial instruments). The applicable fair val-

term construction contracts based on the percentage

ue of forward exchange contracts is calculated on the basis

of completion, any amount due from customers for con-

of the price for currency futures published on the balance

tract work is to be shown as an asset in accordance

sheet date for the respective remaining term of the contract,

with IAS 11.42. For the financial year 2006 we share the

compared to the forward rate as contractually agreed. De-

majority opinion, which emphasises that this item has

rivative ﬁnancial instruments with a positive fair value are

the character of a receivable, as a corresponding partial

shown under other current assets; those with negative fair

recognition of revenue has already taken place. We are

value are included under other provisions.

therefore showing this item and the corresponding prior
year amounts separately under the caption: Coming

As the embedded derivatives and forward exchange

receivables on construction contracts.

transactions match each other in respect of currency and
date, the derivatives are balanced in the income statement
against the forward exchange transactions entered into as

Receivables
Receivables are stated at invoice value.
Appropriate allowances against trade receivables are set
up to cover possible risks of default.
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a hedge.

Deferred investment grants from public funds

Obligations from pension commitments

Some items of capital expenditure are supported by in-

Obligations from direct pension commitments are calcu-

vestment subsidies and tax-exempt investment grants.

lated in accordance with IAS 19 (Employee Beneﬁts) us-

These amounts are not deducted from the acquisition or

ing the projected unit credit method, taking future salary

manufacturing cost of the assets beneﬁting, but treated as

and pension adjustments into account. Actuarial reports

deferred income and recognised as income in the periods

are obtained annually for this purpose. The service cost for

matching the corresponding expenditure.

pension qualiﬁers is derived from the scheduled movement
in the provisions for pension rights. Differences between

Under IAS 20 (Accounting for government grants and dis-

deﬁned pension obligations and the present value of future

closure of Government assistance), grants from public

and present pensions at the year-end (actuarial gains and

funds are only recognised if there is reasonable assurance

losses) are spread as income or expense in subsequent

that the conditions attaching to them are complied with and

periods over the average remaining years of service of

that the grants will actually be received.

qualiﬁers, provided such gains and losses exceed ten per
cent of total obligations.

Liabilities

Pension obligations in Germany are calculated on the basis

Liabilities are measured at the balance sheet date in ac-

of the biometric 2005G mortality tables issued by Professor

cordance with IAS 39 at carrying value, which usually cor-

Klaus Heubeck. There are no pension obligations outside

responds to the amount due on settlement.

Germany.

Obligations on construction contracts

Other provisions

As part of the partial recognition of revenue on long-term

In accordance with IAS 37 (Provisions, contingent liabilities

construction contracts based on the percentage of com-

and contingent assets) provisions for sundry ﬁnancial com-

pletion, any amount due to customers for contract work

mitments are set up where a present obligation towards

is to be shown as a liability in accordance with IAS 11.42.

third parties arises from past events, future settlement is

This results from an excess of advance payments received

probable and the amount can be reliably estimated. Long-

or invoiced amounts over the corresponding proportionate

term provisions with a remaining term of more than one year

revenue. In order to standardise the presentation in the bal-

are recognised at the value of the amount required to settle

ance sheet, this item is shown separately in 2006, analo-

the obligation, discounted back to the balance sheet date.

gous to the work in progress on construction contracts,
and no longer as a component of advance payments

The provision for obligations arising from the part-time pre-

received. The comparative ﬁgures for the previous year

retirement scheme comprises expenditure on wages and

have been adjusted accordingly.

salaries as well as top-up beneﬁts. This provision is set up
in respect of individual contractual arrangements. As in
previous years, no provision is made for potential future
qualiﬁers.
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Deferred taxes
Tax deferrals are set up in accordance with IAS 12 (In-

Income from long-term construction contracts is realised in

come taxes) for temporary differences arising between

accordance with IAS 11 (Construction contracts), based on

the amounts stated in the consolidated balance sheet and

the progress of the work (percentage of completion meth-

those in the tax balance sheets of the companies included

od), as a reliable estimate of the outcome of the contract

in the consolidation, as well as on consolidation adjust-

is possible; the products to be delivered, the terms of pay-

ments and tax loss carry-forwards. Deferred tax assets

ment and the manner in which the work is to be progressed

and liabilities are also recognised for temporary differences

are clearly deﬁned in the contracts; and the fulﬁlment of the

arising from company acquisitions, with the exception of

contractual arrangements by both the purchaser and the

temporary differences on goodwill. The deferrals are set up

seller is considered to be probable. The degree of comple-

at the probable amount of the tax charge or relief in sub-

tion is determined from the ratio of costs incurred up to

sequent ﬁnancial years. Tax credits from deferrals are only

the cut-off date to the estimated total costs (cost to cost

recognised if it is reasonably certain they will be utilised.

method). Anticipated losses from long-term construction
contracts are immediately expensed in full.

Loss carry-forwards are only included in tax deferrals to the
extent that taxable proﬁts sufﬁcient to utilise the deferred

Warranty provisions are set up at the balance sheet date

tax assets can be expected in the future. Deferred tax as-

in respect of realised sales. These provisions are based on

sets are written down for amounts that are no longer likely

estimates and past experience.

to be used for tax purposes.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are only netted provided

Research and development costs

they appear to be offsettable in the hands of a single tax

PVA TePla is engaged in high-tech mechanical engineering,

authority. Deferred tax assets that are unlikely to be realised

in single unit and small series production. The continued

are subject to an allowance.

development of products is closely tied into research in relation to new procedures and processes and the develop-

Deferred tax is calculated on the basis of tax rates either in

ment of new product features. Activities in these two areas

force or announced in the individual countries at the time of

are always alternating in the course of a project. For this

realisation according to the current legal position.

reason, the split between research and development activities, and with it the split between their respective costs, is
generally not sufﬁciently meaningful. Likewise, an estimate

Revenue recognition

of probable beneﬁts is too unreliable in view of the uncer-

Sales revenues are recognised as soon as the goods or

tainties in future market trends.

services are delivered and the transfer of risk has taken
place. All revenue is entered on the date of delivery or per-

This means that of all the criteria speciﬁed in IAS 38 (Intan-

formance, as management regards sundry services and

gible assets) for the capitalisation of development costs,

sales arrangements, such as training, as immaterial to the

two important ones are not met. Thus, any such capitalisa-

serviceability of its systems. Income from services and

tion had to be dispensed with.

repair work is entered at the time the related projects are
completed.

Expenditure on research and development is- therefore
expensed in the period in which it is incurred.
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Interest

Other ﬁnancial commitments

Interest and other costs of borrowing are expensed in

A discount rate of 4.5 per cent has been applied in

the period.

order to determine the present value of other ﬁnancial
commitments.

B. Explanatory notes on items in the balance sheet
4. Intangible assets
Movements in intangible assets in the ﬁnancial year under

In accordance with IAS 36, the carrying value of goodwill

review and in the previous year are shown in the consoli-

was reviewed at the year-end. As a result of the impairment

dated statements of movements in non-current assets for

test, goodwill arising from the acquisition of TePla was writ-

2006 and 2005, attached as an appendix.

ten down by EUR 1,000 thousand to its value in use; this is
shown under other operating expenses and as a separate

Net book values of intangible assets consist of the

item in the income statement.

following:
Amortization of other intangible assets amounted to
31.12.2006 31.12.2005
EUR ‘000

EUR ‘000

EUR 253 thousand and EUR 273 thousand for the years
2006 and 2005 respectively. This is primarily included in
cost of sales.

INTANGIBLE
ASSETS
Goodwill
Other intangible
assets

6,634

7,584

Research and development costs
Research and development expenditure in the ﬁnancial

384

468

year 2006 totalled EUR 1,545 thousand (2005: EUR 1,292
thousand). Research and development costs are shown as

7,018

8,052

current expense of the period.

Goodwill results from the acquisition in November 2002 of
TePla (EUR 4,850 thousand) and from the increase in the
participating interest in Crystal Growing Systems GmbH
in July 2002 (EUR 2,734 thousand). In 2006 an amount
of EUR 50 thousand from the transfer of the business of
Plasma Technik Grün GmbH to PlaTeG GmbH has been
added to this.
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5. Property, plant and equipment
Movements in property, plant and equipment in the year

construction has increased because of the start of con-

under review and in the previous year are shown in the con-

struction of a further new assembly area at the Jena site.

solidated statements of movementas in non-current assets
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment amounted to

for 2006 and 2005, attached as an appendix.

EUR 1,195 thousand and EUR 1,115 thousand for the years
Net book values of property, plant and equipment consist

2006 and 2005 respectively. In the ﬁnancial year 2006 – as

of the following:

in the previous year – there was no need for special depre31.12.2006

31.12.2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

ciation in accordance with IAS 36.
In order to secure the loans advanced to PVA Vakuum-

PROPERTY, PLANT AND
EQUIPMENT

Anlagenbau Jena GmbH for the ﬁnancing of commercial

Land, property rights
and buildings,
including buildings on
third-party land

been encumbered with a charge. The corresponding loans

5,634

5,823

Plant and
machinery

2,696

2,480

Other plant and equipment,
ﬁxtures and ﬁttings

1.079

742

property, land to the value of EUR 2,929 thousand has
are valued at the balance sheet date at EUR 2,052 thousand. Charges of EUR 1,401 thousand have been registered in order to secure the matching loans of UV Systec
Gesellschaft für UV-Strahler und Systemtechnik mbH. In
this case the corresponding loans are valued at EUR 535
thousand at the balance sheet date. In order to secure the
loan for the ﬁnancing of the asset deal of PlaTeG GmbH,
ownership in the plasma nitriding systems installed in the

Advance payments and
assets under construction

664

34

contract processing area was transferred as security. The
corresponding loan is valued at the balance sheet date at

10,073

9,079

EUR 588 thousand.

The decrease in the item for land, property rights and build-

There are no other material constraints over ownership or

ings, including buildings on third-party land is chieﬂy due

disposition in respect of the property, plant and equipment

to normal depreciation of the assets falling into this cat-

as shown.

egory. The item for advance payments and assets under

6. Non-current investments
Movements in non-current investments in the year under

Net book values of non-current investments consist of the

review are shown in the consolidated statement of move-

following:

ments in non-current assets, attached as an appendix.
31.12.2006 31.12.2005
The 50 per cent investment in PVA MIMtech LLC is shown
under non-current investments as shares in associates.
Valuation is by the equity method of accounting, whereby
the participating interest is initially measured at the amount
invested. Gains or losses subsequently arising are offset
against the book value of the investment.
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Investments in
associates
Other receivables

EUR `000

EUR `000

420

348

22

26

442

374

In September 2002 the cost of a 25 per cent holding

The ﬁnancial statements of PVA MIMtech for the ﬁnancial

amounted to the equivalent of EUR 96 thousand. No differ-

year 2006 show the following key data:

ence arose between the costs of acquisition and the underlying equity. With effect from January 1, 2004 a further 25
per cent was acquired for the equivalent of EUR 104 thou-

31.12.2006 31.12.2005
or 2006
or 2005

sand. The difference amounting to the equivalent of EUR 66
thousand between cost and equity acquired is recognised
as goodwill in a secondary calculation, and subjected to an
annual impairment test. For 2006 there were no grounds
for impairment. The share of net proﬁt for 2006 amounted
to EUR 200 thousand (2005: EUR 179 thousand); in the
income statement the net proﬁt for the year is included in
share of proﬁts from associates. In 2006 there was a proﬁt
distribution to PVA TePla America of EUR 86 thousand
(2005: EUR 10 thousand).

EUR `000

EUR `000

5,359

4,122

400

358

1,424

1,303

Liabilities

716

755

Equity

708

548

Sales
Net proﬁt
Assets

7. Inventories

8. Coming receivables
on construction contracts

Inventories are made up of the following:

Contract costs accounted for under the percentage of
completion method and revenue from work in progress in

31.12.2006 31.12.2005
EUR `000

EUR `000

Raw materials,
consumables and supplies

3,452

3,729

Work in progress

1,974

1,708

Finished products and
traded goods

1,401
6,827

818

the system construction business is as follows:
31.12.2006 31.12.2005
EUR `000

EUR `000

Capitalised production
costs including
contract proﬁt

11,277

11,488

for which advance
payments received

-6,225

-4,347

5,052

7,141

6,255

In 2006 and 2005 allowances made against inventories

Further advance payments received of EUR 13,094 thou-

were not material.

sand – on contracts where advance payments received exceed contract costs incurred plus proportionate proﬁt – are

Besides the reservation of title by suppliers, customary in

shown under current liabilities. We refer to the explanations

the trade, there were no signiﬁcant charges against inven-

under Note 18.

tories as at the balance sheet date.
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9. Receivables
Receivables are made up of the following:

As part of normal business, supplier credit is granted to
a broad spectrum of customers. The creditworthiness of

31.12.2006 31.12.2005
EUR `000

Trade
receivables
Amounts owed
by associates
Other receivables

EUR `000

9,473

7,217

151

169

3,125

2,323

12,749

9,709

customers is regularly reviewed. Allowances are made in
order to cover potential risks.

Other receivables are made up of the following:
31.12.2006 31.12.2005
EUR `000

EUR `000

2,363

1,229

Receivables from
investment incentives

111

734

Other receivables contain insurance on costs of the part-

Value added tax due

173

93

time pre-retirement scheme with a book value of EUR 128

Accounts payable
with debit balances

108

55

Other items

370

212

3,125

2,323

thousand, at a partial amount of EUR 22 thousand and
a term of more than one year. Other receivables are due
within one year.

Advance payments

Trade receivables consist of the following:
The main reason for the increase in advance payments lies
31.12.2006 31.12.2005
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EUR `000

EUR `000

Trade
receivables

9,768

7,360

Allowances

-295

-143

9,473

7,217

in the rise in business volumes in the Crystal Growing division and in the related procurement of parts with long delivery times.

10. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents of EUR 12,077 thousand (2005:

affecting this increase was the advance payments received

EUR 1,820 thousand) consist in the main of cash at bank.

for new contracts.

Cash in hand amounts to EUR 9 thousand. The main factor

11. Deferred tax assets
For further details we refer to the comments made under
Note 22: Taxes on income.

12. Shareholders’ equity
Share capital
As at December 31, 2006 PVA TePla had issued 21,749,988

more occasions during the period to November 5, 2007 by

bearer shares of no par value, each share representing

up to EUR 10,724,994.00 in total against contributions in

EUR 1.00 of share capital.

cash or in kind (authorised capital), and thereby to exclude
shareholders from subscribing.

Contingent and authorised capital

On the basis of this authorisation, ordinary share capital

There was no contingent capital as at December 31, 2006.

was raised in 2005 by EUR 300,000, as part of a non-cash
capital increase. After this non-cash capital increase,

By resolution of the shareholders‘ meeting of TePla AG on

authorised capital remains at EUR 10,424,994 as at

August 28, 2002 (prior to the merger between PVA Vaku-

December 31, 2006.

um-Anlagenbau GmbH and TePla AG), the executive board
was authorised, with the approval of the supervisory board,
to increase the company‘s ordinary share capital on one or
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13. Deferred investment grants
from public funds
PVA TePla has received ﬁnancial incentives from various
public authorities under government business development programmes, including funding to construct production facilities. These grants are not netted against the assets beneﬁting, but are shown as deferred income in the
consolidated balance sheet.
Movements in deferred income in 2006 are as follows:

Balance 01.01.2006

Land and
buildings

Plant
and
machinery

Other plant and
equipment ﬁxtures
and ﬁttings

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

1,702

949

727

26

Addition

129

116

0

13

Release

-154

-47

-102

-5

1,677

1.018

625

34

Balance 31.12.2006

The addition in 2006 relates to the investments made at
the Jena site. Investment grants of EUR 92 thousand and
investment subsidies of EUR 24 thousand for the new assembly area at PVA Vakuum-Anlagenbau Jena GmbH have
been recognised. The remaining EUR 13 thousand relates
to various small items of capital expenditure. The investment subsidies granted are conditional on a total of 24 permanent jobs being secured and six new permanent jobs
being created. In view of the satisfactory order position and
the expected order volume in the medium-term, this should
not present a problem from today‘s perspective.
The monitoring period in respect of the conditions attached
to previously granted investment subsidies has expired.
Since the conditions were fulﬁlled, there is no risk from this
of potential repayments having to be made.
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14. Non-current ﬁnancial liabilities
Non-current ﬁnancial liabilities of EUR 3,103 thousand

The decrease in non-current ﬁnancial liabilities com-

(2005: EUR 3,244 thousand) are wholly owed to banks.

pared to the previous year is attributable to the scheduled

Non-current borrowings with a maturity exceeding ﬁve

redemption of already existing loans. This effect was

years account for EUR 1,109 thousand (2005: EUR 1,495

partially compensated for through the take-up of a loan for

thousand).

EUR 600 thousand for the ﬁnancing of the takeover of the
assets of Plasma Technik Grün GmbH by PlaTeG GmbH.

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

1. KfW loan (ERP) for EUR 511,291.88 (nominal); repayable from 30.9.2004 in
30 half-yearly instalments of EUR 17,043.40; through special repayment of
EUR 30 thousand in 2004 maturity is shortened to 30.9.2018

396

430

2. KfW loan for EUR 818,067.00 (nominal); repayable from 30.9.2001 in
16 half-yearly instalments of EUR 51,129.19; maturity by 31.3.2009

248

348

3. Sparkasse Jena loan for EUR 640,000.00 (nominal); repayable from 30.3.2003
in 25 quarterly instalments of EUR 25,000.00 and one instalment of
EUR 15,000.00; maturity by 30.6.2009

240

340

4. KfW loan for EUR 332,000.00 (nominal); repayable from 30.6.2005 in
35 half-yearly instalments of EUR 9,223.00 and one instalment
of EUR 9,195.00; maturity by 30.12.2022

286

304

5. KfW loan for EUR 429,000.00 (nominal); repayable from 30.9.2005 in
15 half-yearly instalments of EUR 26,813.00 and one instalment of
EUR 26,805.00; maturity by 30.3.2013

338

390

1,400

1,560

7. Disko Leasing loan for EUR 598,939.64 (nominal); repayment from 1.8.2005
in 98 monthly annuities of EUR 4,029.84; maturity by 1.7.2013

267

500

8. Hypovereinsbank loan of EUR 600,000.00 (nominal); repayment from 31.12.2005
in 48 monthly instalments of EUR 12,500.00; maturity by 30.11.2009

588

0

3,763

3,872

-660

-628

3,103

3,244

6. Dresdner Bank loan for EUR 1,600,000.00 (nominal); repayment from 31.12.2005
40 quarterly instalments of EUR 40,000.00; maturity by 30.9.2015

Non-current ﬁnancial liabilities
less: portion of non-current ﬁnancial liabilities
with maturity of up to one year
Non-current ﬁnancial liabilities less current portion
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The interest on loans with ﬁxed interest agreements range

Disko Leasing serves to ﬁnance a machine at the Jena site

between 3.5 per cent and 5.36 per cent p.a. Loans 1. to

and is secured by transfer of ownership. The acquisition of

6. were taken out for the purpose of ﬁnancing commer-

PlaTeG was ﬁnanced by the loan from the Hypovereinsbank

cial property at the Jena site and are secured by charges

and is secured by transfer of ownership.

on land and partly by transfer of ownership. The loan from

15. Retirement pension provisions
Basic principles
A distinction is made in company pension schemes be-

Obligations are calculated under the projected unit credit

tween deﬁned beneﬁt plans and deﬁned contribution plans.

method. In this, future obligations are measured on the ba-

In the case of deﬁned beneﬁt plans, the company is obliged

sis of the proportionate amount of beneﬁt entitlement ac-

to pay deﬁned beneﬁts to active and former employees.

quired as at the balance sheet date. Measurement takes
into account assumptions on trends for the relevant factors

In the case of deﬁned contribution plans, the company

that affect the amount of beneﬁt.

does not enter into any additional obligations other than to
make earmarked contributions.

There is no external ﬁnancing in the form of a pension fund.
In detail the calculation is based on the following actuarial
premises:

Deﬁned beneﬁt plans
31.12.2006 31.12.2005

Provisions for pension obligations are set up on the basis of

%

%

Income trend

2.50

2.25

Pension trend

1.00

1.50

Staff turnover

2.50

2.50

Pension commitments in the form of deﬁned beneﬁt plans

Interest rate for active staff

4.70

4.44

exist in favour of eligible employees of PVA TePla AG, PVA

Interest rate for pensioners

4.49

3.72

pension plans for commitments to pay retirement, invalidity
and dependents’ beneﬁts. The amount of beneﬁt usually
depends on the number of years’ service and the amount
of employees’ pay.

Vakuum-Anlagenbau Jena GmbH and Crystal Growing
Systems GmbH. The relevant pension plans were taken
over from previous companies in each case and only con-

Biometric parameters have been calculated on the basis

sist of previous beneﬁt obligations. New pension obliga-

of the 2005G mortality tables issued by Professor Klaus

tions are generally no longer made.

Heubeck. Valuation of pension obligations is supported by
actuarial reports.
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Reconciliation of present value of future pensions to the

31.12.2006 31.12.2006

pension provisions in the balance sheet:

Present value of future
pensions Dec 31
(= funding status)
unrealised actuarial
gains and losses

EUR `000

EUR `000

7,138

7,854

-471

-1,746

6,667

6,108

The following amounts are recognised in the income
statement:

CURRENT SERVICE EXPENSE FOR SERVICES PROVIDED
BY EMPLOYEES IN THE FINANCIAL YEAR

2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

215

232

of which:
•

Cost of sales

158

151

•

Selling and distribution expenses

23

21

•

General administrative expenses

30

55

•

Research and development expenses

3

5

•

Other operating expenses

1

0

INTEREST EXPENSE

333

304

of which:
•

Cost of sales

217

193

•

Selling and distribution expenses

33

30

•

General administrative expenses

75

75

•

Research and development expenses

7

6

•

Other operating expenses

1

0

AMORTIZATION OF ACTUARIAL GAINS AND LOSSES

131

0

of which:
•

Cost of sales

54

0

•

Selling and distribution expenses

10

0

•

General administrative expenses

62

0

•

Research and development expenses

4

0

•

Other operating expenses

1

0

Total

The interest portion included in pension expense is split in
the income statement between the functional units originating the expense.
094

679

536

Movements in the balance sheet provisions for pensions
are as follows:

Pension provisions on Jan 1
Expenditure on retirement pensions
Pension payments
Pension provisions on Dec 31

31.12.2006

31.12.2006

EUR `000

EUR `000

6,108

5,635

679

536

-120

-63

6,667

6,108

Movements in the present value of future pensions are as
follows:

Present value of future pensions on Jan 1

31.12.2006

31.12.2006

EUR `000

EUR `000

7,854

6,198

Current service expense for services provided by employees in the ﬁnancial year

215

232

Interest expense

333

304

-120

-63

-1,144

1,183

7,138

7,854

Pension payments
Actuarial gains and losses
Present value of future pensions on Dec 31

Deﬁned contribution plans
The only deﬁned contribution plans of relevance to PVA TePla
take the form of the employer’s statutory pension insurance
contributions. In 2006 expenditure on this amounted to
EUR 1,167 thousand (2005: EUR 952 thousand).
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16. Other provisions
Movements in other provisions of EUR 5,291 thousand
(2005: EUR 4,113 thousand) are as follows:
01.01.2006 Consumption
EUR `000

Addition

31.12.2006

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

Vacation

543

515

0

642

670

Warranty

442

73

15

311

665

Additional production costs

132

132

0

489

489

Impending losses on rentals

448

166

0

131

413

Commissions

381

198

0

100

283

Year-end closing and audit

222

219

3

270

270

Overtime/ﬂextime

322

305

0

221

238

86

86

0

221

221

Pre-retirement scheme

114

12

0

107

209

ERA structure funds

182

0

0

20

202

97

90

7

121

121

0

0

0

96

96

1,144

732

106

1,108

1,414

4,113

2,528

131

3,837

5,291

Bonuses

Trade association
Penalties
Other items

Other provisions are mainly in respect of outstanding invoices and costs.
Provisions are solely set up in respect of obligations towards third parties, where utilisation is highly probable. The
measurement of provisions is at the amount of probable
utilisation.
Other provisions contain long-term components of
EUR 377 thousand (2005: EUR 363 thousand). These
relate mainly to provisions for contingent losses.
The long-term element of provisions is shown separately in
the balance sheet. All other provisions are short-term.
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EUR `000

Release

17. Short-term ﬁnancial liabilities
Short-term borrowings are made up of the following:

31.12.2006 31.12.2005
EUR `000

Amounts owed to banks
on current account
Current portion of
non-current bank borrowings

EUR `000

4

756

660

628

664

1,384

18. Obligations on construction contracts
Among other things, the PVA TePla Group manufactures

Obligations on construction contracts consist of the follo-

large-scale systems under long-term contracts. In particu-

wing:

lar, customers make advance payments before production
31.12.2006 31.12.2005

starts and, in some cases, interim payments during the pro-

EUR `000

duction phase; these amounts are shown in the balance
sheet as obligations on construction contracts where they
exceed revenue recognised in accordance with the stage
of completion.

EUR `000

Advance payments received

13,094

3,693

less contract
costs incurred
(inc. share of proﬁt)

-1,209

-1,063

11,885

2,630

19. Other liabilities
Of the other liabilities of EUR 1,355 thousand (2005: EUR

EUR 456 thousand for taxes (payroll and church tax, value

933 thousand), EUR 1,343 thousand (2005: EUR 920 thou-

added tax; 2005: EUR 261 thousand) and EUR 18 thou-

sand) are short-term and EUR 12 thousand (2005: EUR 13

sand for social security (2005: EUR 307 thousand).

thousand) are long-term. Other short-term liabilities include
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C. Explanatory notes on items
in the income statement
20. Revenue
PVA TePla principally generates its revenue through the

For long-term customer contracts already commenced

sale of plant and systems. Additional revenue is generated

by the cut-off date and shown as work in progress on or

from services and by supplying spare parts (referred to col-

obligations from construction contracts, the following

lectively as after-sales service), and providing services for

revenue arises under the percentage of completion method

customers in our own facilities (contract processing, mainly

from the partial realisation of revenue based on the progress

carried out by PVA Löt- und Werkstofftechnik GmbH and

to completion:

in the ﬁeld of plasma treatment by PVA TePla America).
2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

12,486

12,551

Revenue is broken down into the separate categories as
follows:
2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

Plant/Systems

57,349

41,631

After sales

10,022

7,380

2,789

2,223

244

210

70,404

51,444

Contract processing
Other

Revenue from
long-term
contract production

The contract-related revenue shown here forms part of
revenue for the plant and systems category as set out
above.

The increase in revenue in 2006 was therefore spread over
all categories. The rise in after-sales revenue is primarily attributable to the fact that in the Crystal Growing Systems
division major reﬁts were carried out for systems in the
market.

21. Research and development expenses
In calculating the research and development expenses for

government grants recognised of

2006 and 2005 of EUR 1,545 thousand and EUR 1,292

(2005: EUR 102 thousand) have been deducted.

thousand respectively as shown in the income statement,
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EUR 137 thousand

22. Taxes on income
The rate for actual German taxes has been taken to be 38

The actual tax charge is based on probable future tax liabi-

per cent. This comprises corporation tax at 25 per cent,

lities and repayment claims.

solidarity surcharge at 5.5 per cent on corporation tax, and
trade tax (deductible) of 12 per cent. Deferred tax for the

Taxes on income are broken down as follows:

current ﬁnancial year, as in the previous year, has likewise
been taken at 38 per cent.

2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

TAXES ON INCOME
Current tax expense

-758

Deferred tax

-253

-750

-63

-1,427

363

•

Credit from tax loss carry-forwards

•

Change in allowance against deferred tax

+ 347

-58

•

Other deferred taxes

+ 330

-368

-1,508

-316

Taxes on income

The following table shows a reconciliation between the
expected and actual tax charge:

2006
EUR `000
NET PROFIT FROM ORDINARY
ACTIVITIES
Expected tax charge
Difference in tax rates for foreign companies
Tax portion of permanent differences and
of temporary differences for which no deferred
tax has been recognised
Chance in allowance
Other effects
Actual tax charge

2005
in %

3,617

EUR `000

in %

1,438

-1,374

-38

-546

-38

-92

-3

16

1

-380

-11

188

13

347

10

-58

-4

-9

0

84

6

-1,508

-42

-316

-22
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Deferred tax from differences in tax rates between foreign
companies results from the fact that companies in the PVA
TePla Group outside Germany are subject to different tax
rates from companies in Germany.
Deferred tax relates to:

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

Deferred tax

Deferred tax

Deferred tax

Deferred tax

assets

liabilities

assets

liabilities

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

Fixed assets

861

Inventories

1.041

543

4

24

985

Receivables
Tax loss carry-forwards (gross)

89
4,502

5,953

Deferred grants
from public funds

76

94

Pension provision

546

565

Sundry provisions

2

64

2

14

Other

5

82

6

60

5,992

1,187

7,187

1,152

Allowance on tax loss
carry-forwards/reversal of
prior year allowance

-308
5,684

Balance - deferred tax assets

100

4,497

-677
1,187

6,510
5,358

The German companies have corporation tax loss carry-

relief available to German companies was set up as an as-

forwards of EUR 8,733 thousand and trade tax loss carry-

set of EUR 3,303 thousand in its entirety, as utilisation of the

forwards of EUR 9,416 thousand. The resultant future tax

loss carry-forwards in the next few years is presumed.

1,152

By means of the law enacted on December 19, 2003 to

The last external tax audit of the former PVA Vakuum-An-

implement the recorded declaration of the Federal Govern-

lagenbau GmbH covered the periods of assessment up to

ment on the recommendation of mediators concerning the

and including 1999; in the case of the former TePla AG the

law to dismantle tax concessions (the so-called Korb II le-

external tax audit covered the periods up to and including

gislation), minimum taxation levels for corporation tax and

1995. The tax audit at the former TePla AG for the periods

trade tax were introduced with effect from 2004. For loss

of assessment from 1997 to 2000 has been completed.

carry-forwards as at December 31, 2006, the introduction

Based on this audit, the tax authorities have demanded a

of minimum taxation means a postponement in their uti-

back payment of VAT input tax for emission costs relating

lisation, since they were limited in amount for each year;

to the stock exchange ﬂotation of TePla AG in 1999, as well

however, full utilisation of the loss carry-forwards remains

as of corporation tax and trade tax, as they claim that the

possible for an indeﬁnite period. Taxes on income have to

previous loss carry-forwards had been forfeited with the

be paid on proﬁts exceeding the deductible amounts.

ﬂotation. We have appealed against these assessments,
which have not yet been decided on by the tax authorities.

Loss carry-forwards of PVA TePla America Inc. (USD 3.7

Moreover, with particular regard to input tax on emissions

million federal tax, USD 1.7 million state tax) will gradually

costs, precedents have in the meantime arisen where these

lapse as from 2020 (federal tax) and 2007 (state tax) - pro-

kinds of appeals have been upheld. After further intensive

vided they have not previously been utilised. In the cur-

discussions with our tax advisers, we are still of the opinion

rent ﬁnancial year an additional allowance has been made

that the demands for back payment are not justiﬁed. This

against deferred tax assets of PVA TePla America Inc. of

view is backed up by current literature and case law. We

EUR 118 thousand. The remaining amount of EUR 891

must assume that court action will be necessary to assert

thousand, despite the losses in the ﬁnancial years 2005

our interests in this matter, and have set up an appropriate

and 2006, is considered to be of value because of current

provision to cover the expected costs of the proceedings.

proﬁt planning and the expansion in marketing activities

The executive board still considers that the risk of having to

that has been introduced.

make back payments of tax is slight.

23. Earnings per share
The consolidated net proﬁt for the year after minority in-

Calculation of earnings per share for the years 2005

terest amounts to EUR 2,213 thousand (2005: EUR 1,333

and 2006:

thousand). In the ﬁnancial year an average of 21,749,988

2006

bearer shares of no par value were in circulation. In 2005 an
average of 21,528,321 of these shares were in circulation.
Earnings per share are calculated by dividing net proﬁt by
the weighted mean number of shares outstanding during
the year.
As at the balance sheet date, there were no stock options
issued to employees and members of the executive and supervisory boards that entitled them to purchase PVA TePla
AG shares. As at December 31, 2006 there are therefore no
dilutive effects regarding earnings per share.

2005 N

UMERATOR
Consolidated net proﬁt for
the year after minority interest
(in EUR `000)

2,213

1,333

21,749,988

21,528,321

0.10

0.06

DENOMINATOR
Weighted number of
outstanding shares
- basic
Earnings per share (in EUR):
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24. Proﬁt appropriation/accumulated deﬁcit
The separate ﬁnancial statements of PVA TePla AG (under

for 2006 of EUR 1,971 thousand has been set against the

German commercial law) show an accumulated deﬁcit of

accumulated deﬁcit of the previous year. The accumulated

EUR 19,945 thousand as at December 31, 2006. There was

deﬁcit as at December 31, 2006 will be carried forward to

therefore no proposal by the executive board and supervi-

the next accounting period.

sory board concerning proﬁt appropriation. The net proﬁt

D. Explanatory notes on the cash ﬂow statement
The cash ﬂow statement has been prepared under the indi-

Business transactions not affecting cash and cash equiva-

rect method in accordance with IAS 7.20.

lents have not been taken up in the cash ﬂow statement.

No dividends were paid to shareholders or to minority inter-

Payments for capital expenditure on intangible assets and

ests either in the ﬁnancial year or in the previous year.

property, plant and equipment were all from cash and cash
equivalents.

E. Other disclosures
25. Segment reporting
The internal management of the PVA TePla Group cor-

The Vacuum Systems division is engaged in the develop-

responds to its organisation into three divisions: Vacuum

ment, production and marketing of systems and facilities

Systems, Crystal Growing Systems and Plasma Systems.

for treating materials and workpieces under vacuum con-

The allocation of the individual companies and activities to

ditions, high temperatures (up to 3000°C) and sometimes

the various divisions is set out in Section 2 of the manage-

high pressure (up to 100 bar). The main products here are

ment report. Opportunities and risks as well as the suc-

sintering and pressure sintering furnaces, as well as sys-

cess of the company are mainly determined by differences

tems for soldering and heat treatment. A VGF furnace for

between individual products and the market segments they

producing multicrystalline solar silicon has been newly de-

serve. The primary structure for segment reporting in ac-

veloped. Maintenance and service are also provided for

cordance with IAS 14 (Segment reporting) therefore follows

these products. The subsidiary company, PVA Löt- und

this divisional structure and classiﬁes each of the above di-

Werkstofftechnik GmbH (LWT), provides the treatment of

visions as a separate segment.

workpieces and materials in vacuum high temperature facilities as a service to customers (contract processing). The
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The geographical split therefore forms the secondary struc-

subsidiary company, UV Systec, develops, produces and

ture of our segment reporting. This is split into regions:

markets high-performance emitters for UV light, not only

Germany, Europe (excluding Germany), North America,

for the treatment of fresh and waste-water, but also for the

Asia and other territories.

disinfection of food packaging.

In the Crystal Growing Systems division, systems for the

for the semiconductor and manufacturing industries and

growing of semiconductor crystals are developed, produced

for healthcare. In addition, laser wafer measuring systems

and marketed. The Crystal Growing Systems division within

are made for the semiconductor industry. The facilities on

PVA TePla AG is engaged with systems using the Czochral-

the Corona (CA, USA) site also provide contract process-

ski process for silicon for the semiconductor industry. Up to

ing services for plasma treatment in industry and medicine.

now, the emphasis of the subsidiary, Crystal Growing Sys-

Likewise, this division also provides after-sales service for

tems GmbH (CGS) was on systems using the Czochralski

its products. PVA MIMtech LLC, which is included in the

process for silicon. Owing to successful product develop-

consolidated ﬁnancial statements at equity, is assigned in

ments, marketable products are now also available using

full to this division. Additional products which have been

other processes to make products for the solar industry

added to the product portfolio of the Plasma Systems di-

(EFG process) and to make optical crystals and compound

vision through Plasma Systems and PlaTeG GmbH newly

semiconductors (VGF process). The product range of the

joining the Group in 2006 are systems for the production

PVA TePla AG branch in Denmark includes crystal growing

and treatment of ultra-thin wafers and for plasma nitration

systems based on the ﬂoat zone process. The joint venture

(principally for hardening and corrosion protection for prod-

in China (Xi’an HuaDe CGS) produces systems for grow-

ucts made from steel), as well as plasma coating (the ap-

ing monocrystalline solar silicon for the Chinese market. All

plication of wear-resistant or decorative coating) and the

sections of the Crystal Growing Systems division also pro-

activation of plastic surfaces. Apart from that, PlaTeG pro-

vide after-sales service for their respective products.

vides services for plasma nitration and coating at its own
facilities at Siegen.

The Plasma Systems division develops, produces and distributes equipment for the plasma treatment (in rareﬁed,
ionised gas) of workpieces and materials. The main emphasis here is on cleaning and surface activation processes

Breakdown by division and primary structure of segmental
reporting:

Segmental revenue

2006

2005

External

Internal

External

Internal

sales

sales

sales

sales

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

Vacuum Systems

28,290

17,242

31,186

2,393

Crystal Growing Systems

28,559

110

7,431

73

Plasma Systems

13,555

0

12,827

0

Group revenue

70,404

17,352

51,444

2,466
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The increase in inter-segment revenue is attributable to the
production changes at CGS and the associated takeover of
the system assembly operations by the Vacuum Systems
division. This accounts for sales of EUR 14,486 thousand
and an EBIT margin of around 10 per cent.

Operating proﬁt by segment

2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

Vacuum Systems

3,790

3,541

Crystal Growing Systems

2,435

-1,821

-2,560

12

-165

-367

3,500

1,365

Plasma Systems
Consolidation
Group operating proﬁt

Segmental assets

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

Vacuum Systems

31,444

26,448

Crystal Growing Systems

24,185

12,159

Plasma Systems

15,147

13,994

-16,413

-10,102

54,363

42,497

less inter-segment assets
Total segment assets

Operating proﬁt and segment assets of the Plasma

Segmental assets and liabilities exclude deferred tax

Systems division have been reduced by a write-down of its

assets and liabilities.

goodwill of EUR 1,000 thousand.

Segmental liabilities

31.12.2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

Vacuum Systems

16,152

13,362

Crystal Growing Systems

19,411

10,296

Plasma Systems

13,329

9,892

-16,413

-10,101

32,479

23,449

less inter-segmental liabilities
Total segment liabilities
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31.12.2006

Segment investment

Vacuum Systems

2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

1,218

2,754

122

118

Plasma Systems

1,145

96

Currency effects

1

1

2,486

2,969

Crystal Growing Systems

Group investment

Segment depreciation and amortization

2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

Vacuum Systems

777

699

Crystal Growing Systems

133

155

Plasma Systems - normal

538

519

1,000

0

0

15

2,448

1,388

2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

33,443

15,677

Europe (excluding Germany)

9,001

11,633

North America

4,173

4,970

23,802

18,256

Others

-6

852

Consolidation

-9

56

70,404

51,444

Plasma Systems - write-down of goodwill
Currency effects
Group depreciation and amortization
Other cash-neutral segmental expenditure has not been
incurred to any signiﬁcant extent.
Breakdown by region and secondary structure of segmental
reporting:

Sales revenues by sales regions

Germany

Asia

Group revenue
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The strong growth in Germany is predominantly due to the
Crystal Growing Systems division. It is there that by far the
greatest portion of orders originates in this sales region.

Assets by region

31.12.2006

31.12.2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

48,775

34,876

3.354

3,521

949

1,322

1,285

2,778

54,363

42,497

2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

2,424

2,862

48

24

Denmark

8

4

China

5

78

Currency effects

1

1

2,486

2,969

Germany
USA
Denmark
China
Group assets

Invests by region

Germany
USA

Group investment
In principle, sales and revenues between segments are
transacted at the same prices as agreed with companies
outside the Group.

26. Financial instruments
Exchange rate hedging
Forward exchange contracts with an open volume of

The forward exchange contracts have been measured at

EUR 757 thousand or USD 994 thousand, have been con-

market value on the basis of the forward currency rate on

cluded in order to hedge the remaining US dollar payments

the balance sheet date for the remaining term. At an ex-

on a 2006 delivery of the Plasma Systems division. The due

change rate on December 31 of 1.32027 USD/EUR, the for-

date on these forward exchange contracts was ﬁxed to cor-

ward exchange contracts, and therefore the embedded de-

respond to the dates when money was expected to be re-

rivatives of the supply contracts they hedge, have present

ceived. The transactions entered into were divided between

values of EUR 5 thousand (forward exchange contracts)

USD 895 thousand at a forward rate of 1.31501 USD/EUR

and EUR -5 thousand (embedded derivatives).

due on February 5, 2007, and USD 99 thousand at a forward rate of 1.29050 USD/EUR due on January 26, 2007.
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27. Leasing
PVA TePla generally acts as lessee only, not as lessor. The

Sub-letting of buildings

leasing arrangements entered into by PVA TePla are all

PVA TePla has sub-let a part of the premises it rents at

classiﬁed as operating leases. There are two main groups

Asslar (until June 30, 2006) and at Corona, California. In

of leasing arrangements:

addition, its own building in Kahla is likewise sub-let. These
agreements gave rise to revenue of EUR 225 thousand in

Renting of buildings

2006. Income from sub-letting over the next few years is

PVA TePla has rented premises for production and admin-

as follows:

istration at the sites in Feldkirchen, Asslar, Berlin, Siegen,
Frederikssund (Denmark), Beijing and Xi’an (China) from

Remaining terms

Payment

Present

EUR `000

EUR `000

third parties. The sales ofﬁce of PVA TePla America Inc. in

value

Hurst, Texas was closed in 2006. The monthly rents for the
sites in 2006 were as follows: Feldkirchen EUR 53 thousand; Asslar EUR 51 thousand; Siegen EUR 15 thousand;
Berlin EUR 3 thousand; Frederikssund EUR 6 thousand;
Beijing EUR 1 thousand; and Xi’an EUR 1 thousand. The

up to 1 year

207

198

between 1 and 5 years

0

0

more than 5 years

0

0

rental agreement of CGS for the site at Hanau was terminated on January 31, 2006. A new factory unit was rented

Leasing of vehicles

at Jena for the 2007 ﬁnancial year in order to handle the

PVA TePla AG restricts the number of company vehicles

orders in hand.

to an absolute minimum. It is a basic rule that cars for private use are only provided to members of executive boards,

PVA TePla America Inc. operates its business from rented

division heads and general managers. Beyond that, pool

premises in Corona, California. The monthly rent is USD 30

cars are used for business travel. Since 2004, new motor

thousand; part of the site has been sub-let to a third party

vehicles have been leased. In 2006 expenditure of EUR 90

since September 2003. PVA TePla America Inc.‘s premises

thousand was spent on such leases. The minimum commit-

at Marlton, New Jersey are rented for USD 5 thousand per

ments for the next few years are for the following amounts:

month. The monthly rent in Manchester, New Hampshire is
USD 1 thousand.

Remaining terms

agreements for the renting of commercial premises. In
2006 a total of EUR 1.869 thousand was paid under these

up to 1 year

agreements. The minimum commitments for the next few

between 1 and 5 years

Remaining terms

more than 5 years

Payments

Present

EUR `000

EUR `000

up to 1 year

1,792

1,715

between 1 and 5 years

4,062

3,550

0

0

Present

EUR `000

EUR `000

value

The tenancy agreements of relevance here are normal

years are for the following amounts:

Payment

97

93

155

138

0

0

value

more than 5 years
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Other leases
Apart from the leases already mentioned, there are some
other leases of minor importance, generally for operating

Remaining terms

Present

EUR `000

EUR `000

value

and office equipment. In 2006 a lease for a plasma
nitration system for PlaTeG GmbH, Siegen has been added

Payment

to these. In 2006 expenditure of EUR 72 thousand was

up to 1 year

spent on such leases. The minimum commitments for the

between 1 and 5 years

next few years are for the following amounts:

more than 5 years

76

73

131

117

0

0

28. Other ﬁnancial commitments
Commitments from current agreements:

Guarantees:

Commitments under rental and lease agreements have

The subsidiary company Xi’an HuaDe CGS Ltd., China

already been set out above (Note 27.)

(HuaDe), has received an order from a customer in China
to supply crystal growing systems worth a total of RMB 35

Commitments from framework purchase agreements total

million (= EUR 3.4 million). To secure the advance payment

the following:

by the customer of RMB 10.5 million (= EUR 1.0 million) and
an interim payment of the same amount, each of the two

Remaining terms

Payment
EUR `000

up to 1 year
between 1 and 5 years
more than 5 years

Present

shareholders of HuaDe granted corporate guarantees for

value

this amount in 2005 instead of the usual bank guarantees.

EUR `000

These guarantees expired in 2006 through the fulﬁlment of

176

168

53

48

0

0

Total commitments from other contracts (e.g. servicing
agreements, security services) are as follows:

Remaining terms

Payments

Present

EUR `000

EUR `000

value

up to 1 year
between 1 and 5 years
more than 5 years

108

144

138

89

80

0

0

the supply commitment from the underlying transaction.
As at December 31, 2006 no further obligation arises from
this.

29. Cost of materials
Cost of sales contains expenditure on materials for the ﬁnancial years 2006 and 2005 as follows:

Expenditure on raw materials, consumables and supplies and for bought-in goods
Expenditure on bought-in services

2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

32,522

20,872

1,903

1,805

34,425

22,677

30. Personnel expenses
Personnel expenditure for the ﬁnancial years 2006 and 2005 consists of the following:

Wages and salaries
Social charges
Expenditure on retirement pensions

2006

2005

EUR `000

EUR `000

15,890

14,004

2,850

2,492

827

536

19,567

17,032

As at the year-end, 330 people were employed in the Group

The average number of employees by function has changed

(2005: 275); on average this was 308 (2005: 262).

compared to the previous year as follows:

Staff numbers by function

2006

2005

Administration

37

29

Sales

35

33

Construction, research and development

80

67

Production and service

156

133

Total employees

308

262

(yearly average)
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31. Depreciation and amortization
Depreciation and amortization are detailed in the explanatory notes for non-current assets (see Notes 4 and 5).

32. Risk management
Current risks and opportunities, together with the risk

management report. We therefore refer to item 13 in the

management system, of PVA TePla are set out in detail in the

management report.

33. Executive bodies of the company
Executive board:
The executive board of PVA TePla AG consisted of the
following persons in the 2006 ﬁnancial year:
Peter Abel, Wettenberg (Chairman/CEO)

Arnd Bohle, Bochum (CFO)

Engineer

Business graduate

Managing Director of the following Group companies:

General manager of the following Group companies:

• Crystal Growing Systems GmbH, Aßlar,
from August 31, 2006

• Crystal Growing Systems GmbH, Aßlar,
from February 15, 2006

• UV Systec Gesellschaft für UV-Strahler und
Systemtechnik mbH, Jena-Maua

• Plasma Systems GmbH, Feldkirchen,
from February 15 to May 16 2006
• PlaTeG GmbH, Siegen, from April 5, 2006

And of the following outside companies:
• Messtechnik Wetzlar GmbH, Wetzlar
• PA Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH, Wettenberg
Member of the following supervisory bodies:
• PVA TePla America, Corona, USA (Director)
• Xi `an HuaDe CGS Ltd., Xi `an,
China (Chairman of the Supervisory Board)
• SCHEBO Biotech AG, Gießen
(Chairman of the Supervisory Board)
• OPTOTEC GmbH, Wettenberg
(Chairman of the Advisory Board)
• 3D Präzisionstechnik AG, Aßlar
(Chairman of the Supervisory Board)
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No membership of supervisory bodies.

The total remuneration of members of the executive board

contributions to health insurance) and a proﬁt-related

in the ﬁnancial year 2006 amounted to EUR 485 thousand

bonus. The bonus is measured as a percentage of the net

(2005: EUR 745 thousand). Their remuneration consists

proﬁt for the year of the PVA TePla Group. On this basis,

of a basic salary, other beneﬁts (mainly a pecuniary ad-

members of the executive board received the following

vantage from the use of a company car and subsidised

remuneration in the ﬁnancial year 2006:

Salary

Other remuneration

Bonus

Total

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

Peter Abel

180

13

104

297

Arnd Bohle

140

6

42

188

The amounts shown for bonuses contain amounts paid in

Supervisory board

2006 for the ﬁnancial year 2005 and reduced by amounts

The supervisory board of PVA TePla AG in the ﬁnancial year

disclosed in the provision set up in the ﬁnancial year 2005.

2006 consisted of:

On top of that comes the provision set up in 2006 for the
ﬁnancial year 2006.

Alexander von Witzleben, Weimar (Chairman)
Chairman of the Executive Board of Jenoptik AG, Jena

The remuneration shown is entirely in respect of short-term
pay due to members of the executive board. Employer

Other membership of supervisory bodies:

contributions to pension insurance are not paid. Long-

• Analytik Jena AG , Jena
(Chairman of the Supervisory Board)

term beneﬁts only apply as part of the pension entitlements
for Mr Abel existing prior to the time of the formation of
PVA TePla AG. These have been taken into account in the
measurement of the pension provisions. The present value
of these pension rights as at December 31, 2006 amounts

• Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena
(Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board)
• DEWB AG, Jena (Chairman of the Supervisory Board)
up to November 27, 2006

to EUR 306 thousand (2005: EUR 341 thousand).

• M + W Zander Gebäudetechnik GmbH, Stuttgart
(Chairman of the Advisory Board)

No share options were granted to members of the execu-

• VERBIO AG, Zörbig
(Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board)

tive board in the ﬁnancial year 2005. There are no ﬁnancial
beneﬁts in respect of members of the executive board for
termination of their employment, or in the event of a change
in the constitution of the shareholder majority.
Present values of pension rights of EUR 1,136 thousand
(2005: EUR 996 thousand) exist in respect of former members of the management board. In 2006 EUR 59 thousand
(2005: EUR 12 thousand) was paid to former members of
the management board as pensions.
Payments through termination of the contract of

• Feintool International Holding AG, Lyss
(Member of the Administration Board)
• Kaefer Isoliertechnik GmbH & Co. KG, Bremen
(Member of the Advisory Board)

Dr. Peter Friedemann, Königsbrunn
(Deputy Chairman)
Spokesman for the German association for the protection
of small shareholders (SdK), Munich
No further membership of supervisory bodies.

employment and share-based payments do not apply.
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Prof. Dr. Günter Bräuer, Wolfenbüttel
Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for laminate and surface

The remuneration of members of the supervisory board

engineering, Braunschweig and director of the Fraunhofer

amounted to EUR 40 thousand in the past ﬁnancial year.

Institute for electron beam and plasma technology (FEP),

In accordance with the articles of incorporation, members

Dresden

of the supervisory board receive a ﬁxed emolument. The
ﬁnancial success of the company is acknowledged by

No further membership of supervisory bodies.

doubling this emolument if the consolidated net proﬁt for
the year exceeds EUR 1 million.
D&O insurance has been taken out to cover the liabilities of
members of executive bodies under civil law. In the ﬁnancial
year 2006 a premium of EUR 25 thousand was paid for this
insurance.

34. Related parties
There are two categories of business transactions with

The balances of outstanding receivables and payables

related parties that are relevant for the PVA TePla Group.

stood at EUR 19 thousand and EUR 2 thousand respec-

Firstly, there are transactions with companies in which

tively as at the balance sheet date.

executive ofﬁcers of PVA TePla AG have signiﬁcant shareholdings or over which they exercise signiﬁcant inﬂuence.

Relationships with associated companies

The second category relates to relationships with the as-

PVA TePla AG distributes products of the associate, PVA

sociated company, PVA MIMtech LLC of Cedar Grove, New

MIMtech LLC of Cedar Grove, New Jersey, in Europe.

Jersey.

Additionally, services are exchanged as part of after-sales
service for MIMtech systems. The value of purchases from

Relationships to executive ofﬁcers

PVA MIMtech totalled EUR 97 thousand in 2006. Sales

The normal business activities of the PVA TePla Group

came to EUR 1 thousand. The amount of trade receivables

involves the exchange of services with companies in

and payables were both EUR 0 thousand. Besides that,

which the chairman of the executive board of PVA TePla AG

external borrowing for PVA MIMtech is partly provided

holds shares or over which he exercises signiﬁcant

through the PVA TePla Group. This gave rise to receivables

inﬂuence. Services are likewise exchanged with companies

of EUR 151 thousand as at the balance sheet date.

in the Jenoptik Group, in which the chairman of the supervisory board of PVA TePla AG holds the ofﬁce of chairman
of the executive board. All business is transacted at normal
market conditions. In the ﬁnancial year 2006, the value of
purchases from companies in these categories totalled
EUR 591 thousand and the value of sales was EUR 111
thousand.
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35. Audit fees (Section 314 HGB)
Audit fees recognised in 2006 for PVA TePla AG and other companies in the PVA TePla Group amounted to:

EUR `000
for the year-end audit

146

other certiﬁcation
and valuations

0

Tax advice

4

Other services

0

36. Declaration on corporate governance in
accordance with Section 161 AktG
The declaration of compliance with the German Corpo-

This declaration forms part of the separate corporate go-

rate Governance Code, as required by Section 161 AktG

vernance report and is permanently accessible to sharehol-

[German Companies Act], was again made by executi-

ders on the company‘s home page at www.pvatepla.com.

ve board and supervisory board during the course of the

Prior years‘ declarations are also available there.

ﬁnancial year.

37. Disclosures under
Section 160 para. 1 (8) AktG
PVA Konsortialgesellschaft mbH, Asslar, Germany has

Jenoptik AG, Jena has notiﬁed us under Section 21 para.

notiﬁed us in accordance with Section 21 para. 1 WpHG

1 WpHG that its share of the voting rights in our company

[German Securities Trading Act] that its share of the voting

on December 19, 2003 exceeded the threshold for parti-

rights in our company fell below the threshold of 5 per cent

cipating interests of 10 per cent and since that date has

on November 30, 2006, and on that day was 0 per cent.

amounted to 17.95 per cent.

Mr Peter Abel, Wettenberg has notiﬁed us under Sections

DEWB AG, Jena, has notiﬁed us under Section 21 para. 1

21 para. 1 and Section 22 para. 1 (1.1) and (1.2) WpHG that

WpHG that, through the sale of the shares it held on

his share of the voting rights in our company on November

November 26, 2003, it has fallen below the threshold for

5, 2002 exceeded the threshold of 25 per cent and now

participating interests of 5 per cent of the voting rights in

amounts to 29.99 per cent. Of that, 29.32 per cent of the

our company, and that since then it has not held any voting

voting rights under Section 22 para. 1 (1) and (2) WpHG

rights in it.

are allocated to him. As at December 31, 2006, PA Beteiligungsgesellschaft, based in Wettenberg and belonging to

As at December 31, 2006, PA Beteiligungsgesellschaft

Mr Abel, had a participating interest of more than 25 per

mbH, based in Wettenberg, held a participating interest of

cent in the company.

more than 25 per cent in the company.

Mr Wilhelm Hofmann, Biebertal has notiﬁed us under
Section 21 para. 1 WpHG that his share of the voting
rights in our company on November 5, 2002 exceeded the
threshold of 5 per cent and now amounts to 7.52 per cent.
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38. Authorization of the
ﬁnancial statements for issue
On March 21, 2007 the executive board of PVA TePla AG

board. Under IAS 10.6 this represents the clearance for

authorised these consolidated ﬁnancial statements for

publication.

the ﬁnancial year 2006 to be released to the supervisory

39. Signiﬁcant post-balance
sheet events
Since the beginning of the 2007 ﬁnancial year there

nor have there been to date any major changes in the struc-

have been no signiﬁcant changes with reference to the

ture, administration or legal form of the Group, or in its per-

company‘s situation or in the sector in which we operate,

sonnel.

Asslar, March 21, 2007
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Peter Abel

Arnd Bohle

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Chief Financial Ofﬁcer
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FIXED ASSETS
for the year ended December 31, 2006

Acquisition and manufacturing costs
January 01,
2006

Additions
2006

Transfers

Disposals
2006

Exchange
differences

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

Intangible assets
1. Goodwill

7,584

50

0

0

0

2. Other intangible
assets

3,001

168

0

97

0

10,585

218

0

97

0

1. Land, property rights
and buildings,
including buildings
on third party land

7,303

185

0

47

-48

2. Plant and machinery

5,921

722

0

236

-188

3. Other plant and equipment,
ﬁxtures and ﬁttings

4,028

731

0

516

-33

34

630

0

0

0

17,286

2.268

0

799

-269

183

0

0

86

-15

26

0

0

1

-3

209

0

0

87

-18

28,080

2,486

0

983

-287

Property, plant and equipment

4. Advance payments and
assets under construction

Non-current investments
1. Investments in associates
2. Other assets
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Accumulated amortization and depreciation
Balance
December 31,
2006

Balance
January 01,
2006

Additions
2006

Disposals
2006

Write-ups

Exchange
differences

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

Residual
Residual
Balance
carrying values carrying values
December 31, December 31, December 31,
2006
2006
2006
EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

7,634

0

1,000

0

0

0

1,000

6,634

7,584

3.072

2,533

253

98

0

0

2,688

384

468

10,706

2,533

1,253

98

0

0

3,688

7,018

8,052

7,393

1,480

353

47

0

-27

1,759

5,634

5,823

6,219

3,441

462

235

0

-145

3,523

2,696

2,480

4,210

3,286

380

510

0

-25

3,131

1,079

742

664

0

0

0

0

0

0

664

34

18,486

8,207

1,195

792

0

-197

8,413

10,073

9,079

82

-165

0

0

200

27

-338

420

348

22

0

0

0

0

0

0

22

26

104

-165

0

0

200

27

-338

442

374

29,296

10,575

2,448

890

200

-170

11,763

17,533

17,505
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FIXED ASSETS
for the year ended December 31, 2005 (previous year)

Acquisition and manufacturing costs
January 01,
2005

Additions
2005

Transfers

Disposals
2005

Exchange
differences

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

Intangible assets
1. Goodwill

7,584

0

0

0

0

2. Other intangible
assets

2,957

128

0

84

0

10,541

128

0

84

0

1. Land, property rights
and buildings,
including buildings
on third party land

5,691

1,548

0

0

64

2. Plant and machinery

4,939

1,033

0

302

251

3. Other plant and equipment,
ﬁxtures and ﬁttings

4,127

258

0

415

58

32

2

0

0

0

14,789

2,841

0

717

373

168

0

0

11

26

22

0

0

0

4

190

0

0

11

30

25,520

2,969

0

812

403

Property, plant and equipment

4. Advance payments and
assets under construction

Non-current investments
1. Investments in associates
2. Other assets
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Accumulated amortization and depreciation
Balance
December 31,
2005

Balance
January 01,
2005

Additions
2005

Disposals
2005

Write-ups

Exchange
differences

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

Residual
Residual
Balance
carrying values carrying values
December 31, December 31, December 31,
2005
2005
2005
EUR `000

EUR `000

EUR `000

7,584

0

0

0

0

0

0

7,584

7,584

3,001

2,344

273

84

0

0

2,533

468

613

10,585

2,344

273

84

0

0

2,533

8,052

8,197

7,303

1,156

296

0

0

28

1,480

5,823

4,535

5,921

2,873

477

72

0

163

3,441

2,480

2,066

4,028

3,282

342

388

0

50

3,286

742

845

34

0

0

0

0

0

0

34

32

17,286

7,311

1,115

460

0

241

8,207

9,079

7,478

183

20

0

0

188

3

-165

348

148

26

0

0

0

0

0

0

26

22

209

20

0

0

188

3

-165

374

170

28,080

9,675

1,388

544

188

244

10,575

17,505

15,845
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AUDITOR’S REPORT

Auditor’s Report
We have audited the consolidated ﬁnancial statements pre-

and expectations as to possible misstatements are taken

pared by PVA TePla AG comprising the balance sheet, the

into account in the determination of audit procedures. The

income statement, statement of changes in equity, cash

effectiveness of the accounting-related internal control

ﬂow statement and the notes to the consolidated ﬁnan-

system and the evidence supporting the disclosures in the

cial statements, together with its report on the position of

consolidated ﬁnancial statements and the group manage-

the Company and the Group for the business year from

ment report are examined primarily on a test basis within

1 January to 31 December 2006. The preparation of the

the framework of the audit. The audit includes assessing

consolidated ﬁnancial statements and the group manage-

the annual ﬁnancial statements of those entities included in

ment report in accordance with IFRSs, as adopted by the

consolidation, the determination of entities to be included in

EU, and the additional requirements of German commercial

consolidation, the accounting and consolidation principles

law pursuant to § 315a Abs. 1 HGB (German Commercial

used and signiﬁcant estimates made by management, as

Code) are the responsibility of the parent company`s man-

well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consoli-

agement board. Our responsibility is to express an opinion

dated ﬁnancial statements and group management report.

on the consolidated ﬁnancial statements and on the group

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for

management report based on our audit.

our opinion.

We conducted our audit of the consolidated ﬁnancial state-

Our audit has not led to any reservations.

ments in accordance with § 317 HGB and German generally accepted standards for the audit of ﬁnancial statements promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer
(IDW). Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit such that misstatements materially affecting the
presentation of the net assets, ﬁnancial position and results
of operations in the consolidated ﬁnancial statements in accordance with the applicable ﬁnancial reporting framework
and in the group management report are detected with
reasonable assurance. Knowledge of the business activities and the economic and legal environment of the Group

In our opinion, based on the ﬁndings of our audit, the consolidated ﬁnancial statements comply with IFRSs, as adopted
by the EU, the additional requirements of German commercial law pursuant to § 315a Abs. 1 HGB and give a true and
fair view of the net assets, ﬁnancial position and results of
operations of the Group in accordance with these requirements. The group management report is consistent with the
consolidated ﬁnancial statements and as a whole provides
a suitable view of the Group’s position and suitably presents
the opportunities and risks of future development.

Frankfurt/Main, 23 March 2007
KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft
Aktiengesellschaft
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft)

Wagenseil

Wehner

Wirtschaftsprüfer

Wirtschaftsprüfer
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GLOSSARY

Technical Terms

Ashing

Chemical transfer of photo-resist masks onto wafers

Back end

Process sequence for further processing of the semiconductor chips structured on
the front of wafers in front end processing following wafer dicing in pre-assembly (cf.)
and includes electrical testing, attachment of brackets, soldering of connections and
the ﬁtting of components into a casing

Batch ashing

Transfer of photo-resist onto several wafers at the same time in the process chamber

Bonding

Gluing

Chip packaging

Packing of semiconductor boards

CMOS

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor.
CMOS technology is primarily used for integrated circuits

Elastomers

Elastomers are plastics with a ﬁxed form that can however be molded elastically

Flat Panel Display (FTP)

A ﬂat screen, normally consisting of a liquid crystal display (LCD) using
a lamp as a light source

Photo mask

Photo masks are projection templates mainly used in photolithography
for semiconductors

Front end

Sequence of chemical-physical processes for manufacturing the microstructures
of semiconductor chips on the front side of silicon substrates (wafers) ranging from
a blank silicon wafer up to wafers with complete circuits

Joining

Permanently combining at least two components

Tungsten carbide

Metal powder, normally consisting of tungsten (90-94%) and cobalt (6-10%) as a
binding agent, which is sintered under pressure, vacuum and high temperature
conditions to produce high-strength, low-wearing and dense materials

Hot isostatic

Under high temperature and pressure

MEMS

Micro-electro-mechanical system are a combination of mechanical parts, such as
sensors, and electronic circuits on a substrate or chip
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GLOSSARY

Metrology

Measuring technology for testing adherence to parameters
in the manufacture of semiconductor chips

Microwave plasma

Gas consisting of charged and uncharged particles in a highly reactive
state, created at low pressures (0.1-10 mbar) with microwave power feed

Metal injection

MIM is a procedure for forming complex, geometric structural parts

molding (MIM)

which combines the advantages of plastic injection molding with the
material properties of hard metals

Surface activation

Chemical change in a plastic surface to facilitate or improve
subsequent process steps

Plasma

Plasma is described as the fourth aggregation state of material and is a partially
ionized gas. Phenomena such as lightening, a comet‘s trail or polar lights are
examples of plasmas that occur in nature. Technically, plasma is created by exciting
gases using electrical ﬁelds. Plasma is extremely interesting on account of its physical
and chemical properties as highly excited particles and radicals are generated.
These can trigger chemical reactions that are not possible under normal conditions

Pre-assembly

Located between the front end and back end, this process thins wafers down to the
desired thickness while retaining their original strength and, after placing them on
a saw tooth frame, dices them into chips mechanically or using lasers

RF plasma

Plasma energized using electromagnetic waves in the
radio frequency range (10-30 MHz)

Sintering

Hardening powdered mass under pressure, vacuum and high temperature
conditions to create, for example, tungsten tools

Wafer

Basic material for chip production, usually made of silicon. Is processed further in
the form of this discs and used as the substrate for integrated circuits

Wafer boat

Device consisting of quartz or some other heat-resistant material for
around 100 wafers. Using this device, wafer are introduced into furnaces for
high-temperature processing
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Deﬁnitions of ﬁnancial terms and key ﬁgures

Book-to-bill ratio

Ratio of incoming order volume and sales revenue during a period. A book-to-bill ratio
greater than one indicates that a company can expect sales growth

EBIT margin

Operating proﬁt (EBIT) expressed as a percentage of sales revenue during a period

Equity ratio

Shareholders’ equity expressed as a percentage of the balance sheet total

Free cash ﬂow

Operative cash ﬂow minus payments for investments in tangible and intangible assets.
The free cash ﬂow is therefore an indicator of the amount of liquid assets freely available
to the company during a period

Gross domestic product

GDP is deﬁned as the market value of all new goods and services produced within a
country by domestic and foreign companies and individuals. It is one of the key
indicators for the economic strength of a country

Gross margin

Gross proﬁt expressed as a percentage of sales revenue during a period

Operating proﬁt/loss (EBIT) The operating proﬁt/loss (EBIT: Earnings Before Interests and Taxes) is the key
management accounting variable used in the PVA TePla Group. We consider this
performance ﬁgure to be the most important indicator of the operative earnings power
of a company. It is equal to the net income for the year before deduction of interest,
income tax, and without income from associated companies and minority interest
Operative cash ﬂow

The operative cash ﬂow (cash ﬂow from operating activities) shows the change in
liquid assets during a period as a result of operating activities

Order backlog

The order backlog ﬁgure stated in the consolidated ﬁnancial statements pursuant to
IFRS is the nominal value of orders on hand, minus the revenue already recognised
according to the percentage of completion (POC) method

Return on sales

Consolidated net income expressed as a percentage of sales revenue in a period
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THE PVA TePla HISTORY

Vakuum-Anlagen
1850/51

Kristallzucht-Anlagen
Ernst Leybold and Wilhelm
Heraeus lay the foundations
for the succeeding high-tech
companies

1890

Estblishment of
Pfeiffer Vacuum

1946

Estblishment of GerätebauAnstalt BALZERS

50s

Development of the ﬁrst crystal
growing system, with batch
sizes of 150 grams

1967

Heraeus Hochvakuum merges
with Leybold to form LeyboldHeraeus GmbH

70s

Relocation of vacuum
metallury to Arthur Pfeiffer
Vakuum Technik,
Wetzlar GmbH

Establishment of
Technics Plasma GmbH

1981

World’s ﬁrst microwave
plasma system

1984

Management buy-out of
Technics Plasma GmbH

1987

Leybold Heraeus GmbH
changes name to Leybold AG.
Degussa becomes sole
shareholder

1988
1991

Takeover by
Krauss Maffei AG
Management buy-out of
vacuum systems for metallurgy
and establishment of
PVA-Pfeiffer Vakuum Anlagenbau GmbH (later: PVA Vakuum
Anlagenbau GmbH)
Degussa sells its shares in
Leybold to Oerlikon.

1993

The merger of Balzers and
Leybold resulted in one of
the biggest companies in
the ﬁeld of vacuum
technology
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Plasma-Anlagen

The merger of Balzers and
Leybold resulted in one of
the biggest companies in
the ﬁeld of vacuum
technology

1995

Eight separate divisions

Eight separate divisions

operate under a single

operate under a single

holding company, the

holding company, the

Balzers and

Balzers and

Leybold holding

Leybold holding

1997

Takeover and restructuring
of Technics Plasma GmbH
by Jenoptik AG

1998

Takeover of UV Systec
Gesellschaft für UV-Strahler
und Systemtechnik from Jenoptik AG

1999

2000

Establishment of PVA

Establishment of CGS GmbH in

IPO of TePla AG on the

Vakuum-Anlagenbau

a spin-off from

Frankfurt Stock Exchange

Jena GmbH

Leybold Systems

Vacuum brazing and t
hermal treatment centre
in Aßlar and Jena
Establishment of US branch,
PVA USA Corp

2001

Merger of TePla Inc. and
MetroLine to form TePla
America Inc.

2002

PVA and TePla merge to form PVA TePla AG
Minority interest in PVA MIMTech LLC, New Jersey, USA; acquisition of the assets
of Elnik Systems, USA

2003

Merger of PVA USA and TePLa America to form PVA TePla America Inc.

2004

Shareholdings in PVA MIMTech LLC increased to 50%
Acquisition of the Floatzone Crystal Growing division of the Danish Haldor Topsoe Group.
Name changed to PVA TePla Danmark.
Establishment of Xi‘an HuaDe CGS Ltd., a joint venture with the Technical University in Xi‘an (TUX)

2005

Opening of a service and sales ofﬁce in Beijing
Complete takeover of CGS by PVA TePla AG

2006

Takeover of the business of Asyntis GmbH and Plasma Technig Grün
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FINANCIAL CALENDAR / IMPRINT

Financial Calendar 2007
11 May

Publication of the Q1 Report

15 June

Annual Shareholders‘ Meeting

10 August

Publication of the Q2 Report

13 November

Publication of the Q3 Report
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